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Abstract
HYDC transmission is today widely used in modem Power Systems as an alternative
to HVAC. Current trends indicate that many future conventional HYDC systems will
be systems of increasing power ratings, delivered over larger distances as well as
multi-terminal systems. In order to ensure the security and dependability of such
systems, the current protection schemes need to be evaluated to assess their ability to
provide adequate protection for the envisaged HVDC systems.

This research work firstly reviews the present HYDC transmission line protection
systems, and highlights their advantages and disadvantages, including factors that
adversely influence their performance. The author critically evaluates the current
protection schemes and reveals the drawbacks and other factors that render them
unsuitable for the protection oflong dc transmission lines.

The author then goes on to propose and develop an HVDC line protection system that
will be able to provide adequate protection for proposed long HVDC transmission
lines. The proposed protection system is able to make decisions based solely on local
detection increasing its overall reliability. The author then recommends that the
proposed protection system be used in conjunction with the existing main protection
system in order to optimise the protection response times for both close in and distant
faults. The author also proposes and develops a method of further enhancing the
reliability of the protection system by the use of the telecommunication infrastructure
when available.

Finally the performance and feasibility of the proposed protection system is evaluated
using the results obtained from the extensive fault simulations performed in EMTDC
and Matlab. The simulations are performed using a bipole model of an HVDC System
on which the required line and protection systems are modelled. The simulation
results obtained are very favourable and promote the use of this proposed protection
system, for the protection of long HVDC transmission lines.
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Abbreviations
AC

: Alternating Current

ACCF

: Auxiliary Cross-Correlation Function

C

: Capacitance

CCF

: Cross-Correlation Function

DC

: Direct Current

Dc

: Distance to fault

EMTDC : Electromagnetic Transients including DC
G

: Conductance

GPS

: Global Positioning System

HVDC

: High Voltage Direct Current

I

: Current

Kr

:

Kt

: Refraction\Transmission Coefficient

L

: Inductance

LL

: Line Length

NP-G

: Negative Pole to Ground

PI

: Pole I

P2

: Pole 2

P-G

: Pole to Ground

PLC

: Power Line Carrier

P-P

: Pole to Pole

PP-G

: Positive Pole to Ground

P-P-G

: Pole to Pole to Ground

Reflection Coefficient

P s : Protection Starter
pu

: Per Unit

R

: Resistance

SCCF

: Standard Cross-Correlation Function

SCR

: Short Circuit Ratio

U

: Voltage

v

: Velocity

Z

: Impedance
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background
"Since the first commercial HVDC system installation in 1954 a huge amount of
HYDC transmission systems have been installed" and successfully integrated into
transmission networks around the world for almost 50 years [1]. "During the last 20
years, HVDC has become the dominating technology for long distance transmission
of bulk power" [2].
"In the 1960s and 1970s, 800kV HYAC was introduced in several countries. But that

technology has come to a halt. In contrast, HYDC technology has developed rapidly
and so has the confidence in it, resulting in a shift from ac to dc for bulk power
transmission systems" [2].

Apart from long distance transmission, HYDC technology provides the possibility of
interconnecting asynchronous systems together allowing power to be transferred
between these different systems. HYDC Transmission also has the advantage that
there is no limit in terms of the length of submarine or underground cables through
which power can be transmitted as opposed to HYAC Transmission which has a limit
of around 50km [3].

Furthermore the current industry trend of interconnecting major transmission systems
for improving reliability [4] and a quantum leap in efforts to conserve the
environment tend to favour HVDC transmission over HVAC transmission due to
[1],[5]:

•

Its excellent control of power flow between dissimilar power systems.

•

Its ability to provide stability improvements to the surrounding system by
fast dynamic control.

•

Its ability to provide a source of power injection without increasing the
fault level at the connection point. "This means that it will not be
necessary to change the circuit breakers in the existing network" [1].

D. Naidoo - 9605699
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•

Its ability to rapidly change the direction of power flow.

•

Its smaller environmental impact. HYDC as opposed to RVAC requires a
smaller servitude for the same transmitted power.

•

Its "higher availability and reliability rate, shown by more than 30 years of
operation" [1].

HYDC transmission is, therefore, becoming today more and more attractive and is
currently being widely used in modem power systems as an alternative to HVAC in
applications that involve but not limited to the following [6], [7]:

•

Bulk power transmission over long distances.

•

Power transmission between asynchronous systems.

•

Submarine and underground power transmission over long distances.

With the increasing demand for clean, renewable energy, utilities around the world
are looking to exploit hydropower resources that are available [8], [9]. However, in
most instances these hydropower resources are located in very remote areas which
means that remote hydro generating plants would need to be established to harness
this energy and long distance transmission would be required to transport this energy
to the load centres. HYDC technology will in many cases be the only feasible option
for the transmission of this bulk power [8-11]. The increasing need to transport bulk
power from more distant and remote locations will result in the need for longer
transmission lines, higher voltages, higher power ratings and in some cases multiterminal HVDC systems [8-11].

A typical example of the above is the proposed Westcor Project where two 3000 3500km bipole HVDC lines will be built to carry bulk power from the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) to Southern Africa [11]. The first phase will use a 500kV
HVDC link to transport around 3GW (1.5GW per bipole) to Southern Africa [11].
"The 800kV HYDC voltage will be introduced in the second phase to assist with the
higher power transfers" [11].

2
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In order to ensure the security and dependability of such systems, the current

protection philosophies and systems need to be evaluated to assess their suitability to
adequately protect future HYDC systems.

HVDC System protection can be divided into two major groups [7]:

•

AC side protection functions.

•

DC side protection functions

The AC side protection involves protection of the converter transformers, ac filters,
shunt capacitors, shunt reactors and busbars. The DC side protection involves the
protection of the valves, smoothing reactor, dc filters and dc line.

If one combines all the AC protection functions with the all the DC protection
functions except for the protection of the dc transmission line, we can then associate
these protection functions with the converter station. We can therefore break up the
protection of the HVDC scheme into two more relevant components viz.

•

Converter Station Protection

•

DC Transmission Line Protection

The converter station protection systems are conventional and are in general either
unit type protection or protection based on simple voltage and current thresholds.
These protection functions should not be adversely influenced by the proposed future
HVDe systems.
The DC line protection schemes however, especially the main protection schemes, are
based on the system transients that occur during the fault condition. These dynamics
are influenced by numerous factors, one of which being the transmission line lengths
[12]. Therefore, it is expected that the existing main protection schemes will be
influenced by increasing transmission line lengths [12].

3
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1.2. Problem Identification
The most commonly used HVDC line protection systems include voltage derivative,
travelling wave, current differential and voltage level protection [7], [13-16].

Voltage derivative and travelling wave protection are based on system transients
(travelling waves) that occur during the fault condition. One of these protection
schemes is nonnally used as the DC line main protection system [15], [16].

DC voltage level protection is generally used as backup to either the voltage
derivative protection or travelling wave protection [15]. This protection system is not
expected to be significantly influenced by the future changes in the HYDC system.
The reason for the above is explained in 2.1.4.4.

Current differential protection can be used as either as a main or backup protection
system, but is generally used as a backup protection system mainly because of its
reliance on the telecommunication infrastructure [7], [15].

In general as the HYDC transmission line lengths increase, the cost involved with

providing a telecommunication infrastructure increases. Now in order to use current
differential protection as the main protection system a certain degree of reliability and
redundancy is required by the telecommunications infrastructure. As illustrated in [17]
the cost involved in providing the required reliability and redundancy, will in most
cases not be financially viable. Current differential protection in these cases, will,
therefore, only at best be able to be used as a backup protection system.

Fault detection in voltage derivative and travelling wave protection schemes are based
on the amplitude and gradient of the incident travelling waves approaching the
relaying point from the fault point on the line. However, as the fault distance from the
relaying point increases and/or the fault impedance increases, the travelling waves
become more damped and therefore, faults close to the inverter or high impedance
faults become difficult to detect using this method [14]. This implies that the fault
coverage of this type of protection scheme is limited and will, therefore, not be able to
adequately protect the expected future HYDC systems with long transmission lines.

4
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The above is further confinned m [12] where the DLP 110 (voltage derivative
protection) and DLP 120 (Travelling wave protection) algorithms were evaluated
using an HYDC simulator. The system simulated was a 500kV bipole system with the
details and line configurations as given in [12]. Problems in detection were experience
with faults located beyond 2000km when using the DLP 110 algorithm [12]. The DLP
120 algorithm also experienced problems in detection when faults were located
beyond 2300km [12]. The above problem has not yet been an issue because there is
no HVDC transmission line in service that exceeds 2000km. The longest HYDC
transmission line currently in service is 1700km (Inga-Shaba) [7], [8]. However, with
the Westcor project projected to have a transmission length of 3000-3500km the
above mentioned reach problems will become a major issue.

It can be therefore deduced that the currently used HVDC transmission line main

protection systems will not be able to adequately protect the proposed HVDC systems
with long transmission lines without any enhancements or modifications. Also in
order to improve the reliability, any enhanced, modified or new schemes should not
rely on a telecommunication infrastructure to make protection decisions i.e. all
protection decisions must be based on the available local quantities [18].

This research work is, therefore, focused on developing a method of enhancing and/or
modifying the existing main protection schemes, which will increase the existing
protection coverage of the protection scheme in order to provide an adequate level of
protection, for the proposed future HYDC systems with long transmission lines. The
protection scheme must use locally available quantities to make all protection
decisions and telecommunication should only be used to enhance the overall
perfonnance of the protection scheme.

1.3. Research Problem
Development of a method of enhancing and/or modifying the eXIstmg HYDC
transmission line main protection schemes in order to provide the required level of
protection for point to point two tenninal HVDC Systems with long dc transmission
lines between converter stations.
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1.4. Hypothesis
The current HYDC line main protection systems based on travelling waves can be
enhanced/modified using local quantities available at the relaying point in order to
provide the required degree of reliability that will make them suitable for the
protection of two terminal point to point HYDC systems with long dc transmission
lines up to 3500km.

1.5. Objective
The objective of this research is to develop a protection method that is suitable for the
protection of long dc transmission lines. In order to achieve this goal travelling waves
initiated by fault conditions will be reviewed to determine ways in which these
quantities can be used for fault detection. Ultimately the knowledge gained will be
used to develop a protection method that will be able to provide adequate protection
for ultra long HYDC transmission lines.

1.6. Research Design and Methodology
A brief description of the design and methodology adopted is outlined below:
•

Firstly all possible methods in which the local quantities and/or any calculated
quantities at the relaying point can be used for fault detection were
investigated.

•

Possible methods of enhancing the existing main protection system were then
developed.

•

Generic working model HVDC System in EMTDC had to be obtained.

•

DC transmission line was then modelled in EMTDC using a suitable line
model for transient simulations.

•

Line model and HVDC system model were then integrated and performance
evaluated to ensure acceptable performance under both steady state and
transient conditions.
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•

All relevant simulations studies were thereafter conducted to determine
whether or not the protection methods proposed will be able to reliably protect
the long HVDC transmission line.

1.7. Dissertation Outline
The dissertation as been structured as follows:

•

Chapter 1: Introduction - this chapter provides the background and motivation
for the research. It identifies the specific problem and outlines the approach
taken in order to try resolve this problem.

•

Chapter 2: Literature Survey - this chapter presents an overvIew of the
literature available on the current dc line protection systems and travelling
waves.

•

Chapter 3: Proposed Protection Methods - the formulation of new proposed
protection methods of enhancing the current protection systems are discussed
in this chapter.

•

Chapter 4: Research Design and Methodology - this chapter provides an
overview of the HVDC system modelling in EMTDC in order to evaluate the
new proposed protection methods.

•

Chapter 5: Simulation Results and Discussion - the results of the simulations
are presented and discussed in this chapter.

•

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations - conclusions that were drawn
from the research work, recommendations and further work are presented in
this chapter.

•

References

•

Appendices
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Chapter 2: Literature Survey
2. 1 HVDC Line Protection
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the importance of a reliable and dependable
HYDC line protection system. This section attempts to cover this by first considering
the common causes of faults and the fault development in HYDC lines. The common
types of DC line protection systems will be then discussed with emphasis on the
operating principles, advantages and disadvantages of the different methods. The
method of fault clearance and re-energizing philosophies together with the
telecommunication requirements are then touched upon and the section is concluded
with an analysis of the current protection systems.

2.1.1. Causes of HVDC Line Faults
The protection of the DC line during line faults is of vital importance in assuring the
continuity of power transmission. Although the DC transmission line is designed to be
safe from any flashover by proper design, the possibility of short circuits due to the
presence of trees, insulator pollution and bush fires is very high, especially in the
remote areas through which the lines run and where efficient inspection and
maintenance is not always possible. Moreover, weather conditions such as high
temperature, humidity and strong winds favour the occurrence of flashovers when
some of the aforementioned causes of short circuits have taken place [13].

2.1.2. HVDC Line Fault Development
The main characteristic of a dc line short circuit is that once started, it will not
extinguish by itself until the current is brought down to zero and the arc deionised
[14], [19]. DC line faults caused by lightning on overhead lines are often self-clearing,
because they can deionise at the current zeros due to the line oscillations. However,
this cannot be guaranteed [14] and the current must therefore be brought down to zero
by control action to ensure fault clearance.
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On occurrence of the dc fault the line voltage collapses and rectifier current rises,
while the inverter current will tend to fall. The rectifier will then increase its firing
angle to try and maintain the preset current value. At the inverter end, normal control
action will cause the firing angle to decrease, even to less than 90° into rectification to
try and maintain the inverter current. The above condition is, however, not normally

allowed to occur in most HYDC systems for the various reasons given in [14] and
[20]. The inverter end converters are prevented from going into rectification mode by
monitoring the inverter extinction angle and ensuring that it is not allowed to exceed a
specific maximum value.

Thus normal converter control is not adequate to reduce the fault current to zero. The
reduction of the fault current down to zero is achieved by driving both converters into
inversion once protection has detected the presence of a line fault.

2.1.3. Role of HVDe Line Protection
The role of the dc line protection is, therefore, to detect any line faults and by means
of control action extinguish the fault and restore the system as fast as possible, if the
fault is not permanent. If the fault is permanent, the protection systems must lockout
only the faulted line.

Studies conducted in [21] confirm that majority of the DC line faults are transient in
nature and are cleared after short de-energisation of faulted pole. These transient fault
currents are much lower in HYDC systems (approx 2 to 3pu) than in ac systems [14],
[18], [20]. This low fault current combined with the low impedance of the dc line,
results in low voltages on the entire system even for distant faults [22].

These low voltages imply that the maximum power that can be transmitted during the
fault condition is very low. "It is thus important to disconnect the faulty line and reenergize the system with the shortest possible delay" [22]. Also depending on the ac
system strength and the power transported before the fault, the loss of the power
injection provided by the HVDC system could threaten the receiving systems stability
because of the sudden mismatch between load and available power. In order to
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minimise any stability problems the dc injection should be re-established as soon as
possible which, again stresses the importance of fast fault clearance and system
recovery.

2.1.4. Methods of HVDC Line Protection
The most commonly used methods today in the protection ofHVDC lines are:
•

Voltage derivative protection.

•

Travelling wave protection.

•

Differential protection.

•

DC Voltage level protection.

This section will briefly discuss each of these methods of protection illustrating their
operating principles, advantages, disadvantages and also identify the possible gaps.

2.1.4.1. Voltage derivative protection
When a dc line fault occurs, the travelling waves initiated by the fault cause the dc
voltage and line current to decrease and increase at a certain rate respectively. This
method makes use of this travelling wave concept and is normally used as the dc line
main protection. The dc voltages and currents are measured and the derivatives dU/dt
and dI/dt are then obtained either by the use of a differentiator circuit or suitable
algorithm.

The sign of dI/dt is used to indicate whether the fault is located on the line or in the
DC yard i.e. a positive dI/dt at the rectifier terminal indicates that the fault is on the
line side of the current transducer and a negative dI/dt indicates that the fault is in the
DC yard. The opposite is true for the inverter terminal.

A weighted sum of the derivatives is then calculated using (1) and compared to a set
threshold [14]. If this threshold is exceeded the protection will operate. Fig. 2.1 shows
a block diagram of the most commonly used voltage derivative protection scheme.
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-K dui K dII
1
I dt + 2 I dt

(1)

E-

Where
K j and K 2 are the assigned weights and

E

is the weighted sum of the derivatives.

The protection is normally active in both the rectifier and inverter stations. In the
event of a fault detected by the inverter protection, a signal is transmitted to the
rectifier terminal via the interstation telecommunication system to initiate the fault
clearing and restart logic [15].

In a bipolar dc line, a monopole fault will also induce over-voltage on the healthy pole

due to mutual coupling. The location of the fault as well as the line and terminal
characteristics affect this over-voltage magnitude at the terminals but the converter
controls have practically no effect on the first wave reflections at the terminals, which
in general involve the peak overvoltages [14]. Therefore, in order to ensure correct
operation, each pole of a bipolar line will require this type of detection.

I

~
I

--.
Lie

r

DC Line/Cob"

Ude

l
Fault Clearing
&
Re-energizing
System

Fig. 2.1. High level Block Diagram of a Voltage Derivative Protection Scheme.

The voltage derivative detection method is very fast and provides fault detection
within 2-3ms [14]. Determination of the settings, however, involves detailed network
studies to be carried out in order to ensure that the protection only operates for dc line
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faults [23], and is stable for all other disturbances (e.g. commutation failures and
lightning surges not resulting ground faults).

A major disadvantage of this method is that BV/at is dependent on the fault loop
impedance and, therefore, high impedance faults and faults close to the inverter on
long lines are difficult to detect using this method.

2.1.4.2. Travelling Wave Protection
This method of protection is based on travelling wave theory and thus the name. It is
also normally used as the dc line main protection. Fig 2.2 has been extracted from
[16] to illustrate how the travelling wave protection method used by ABB functions.

7 Sample

AmplilOOe Tme

5: Sample
2 Sample

aneSample

Fig. 2.2. "Example of different measurements used to determine existence of dc line fault. 1st
measurement calculates wave difference between just before the wave front and after 2 samples
(0.2ms). The 2nd and 3rd measurement calculates the wave difference between just before the wave front
and after 5 and 7 samples" [16].

In this method the instantaneous voltages and currents are continuously sampled. In

order to detect the wave front, the difference between two samples is measured as
shown in Fig 2.2. "If this difference is greater than the threshold the protection is
initiated and three different sample measurements will start to determine if the wave
12
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has sufficient amplitude for a specific time" [16]. "If all these measurements are
greater than the set thresholds, a line fault is detected" [16]. Fig. 2.2, shows an
example of these different measurements.

In a bipolar HYDC line the travelling waves setup on the faulted pole will induce

travelling waves on the healthy pole. In order to simplify the analysis of the travelling
waves the total wave is split up into a pole mode (positive sequence) wave and a
ground mode (zero sequence) wave [16], [24-26]. A more detailed discussion of this
is given in 2.2.6. Now in order to prevent shutdown of both poles for a monopole fault
the polarity of the ground mode wave is used to determine the faulted pole [16].

This type of protection is normally only active in the rectifier terminal. The settings
should ensure that inadvertent protection operation is avoided in the following cases
[16]:

•

AC faults at rectifier and inverter terminal.

•

Start and stop of the pole.

•

Commutation failure at the inverter.

•

Ground faults on other poles.

•

Transients induced by thunderstorms not leading to flashover.

•

Switching transients, especially connection of redundant filters

III

either

station.

The strength of the algorithm is that both current and voltage contribute to the fault
detection. However the longer the line, the more the waves are damped and
difficulties in detecting the waves may arise for extremely long lines or relevantly
high impedance faults.
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2.1.4.3. Current Differential Protection
The differential line protection is generally used as backup protection and involves the
measuring and comparing of the currents at both line ends. This information is relayed
to the converter stations via a telecommunication infrastructure. The difference
between the two measured currents is known as the differential current and if it
exceeds a set threshold for a predefined time the protection will operate. This is a
relatively simple method of fault detection that provides good reliability and
protection coverage. Fig. 2.3, illustrates how the differential current is normally
calculated. The differential protection method can also be relatively easily applied to
multi-terminal HVDe Systems and Fig. 2.4 illustrates how the differential current is
calculated for a parallel multi-terminal system. Fig 2.5, shows the block diagram of a
differential current scheme used at the rectifier end. A similar differential current
scheme is used at the inverter end.

t Ir

tIi

~

>(

-L

-L

Fig. 2.3. Differential current calculation for two terminal point to point HYDC system.
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Fig. 2.4. Differential current calculation for parallel multi-terminal HYDC system.
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The disadvantage of this method is that because of the line lengths used in HVDe
systems (especially in cable systems), errors are introduced at each line end. These
errors are due to the charging and discharging currents caused by any voltage
variations [27]. The above errors limit the sensitivity settings that can be applied in
order to avoid malfunctions and hence the ability of the protection to detect high
impedance faults is reduced.

A proposed solution to this problem has been presented and results verified using
simulators [27]. The paper presents the design for a circuit that will remove the
capacitive currents from the current measurements at each end before the differential
current is computed. The above circuit will allow the use of more sensitive settings,
but may increase the requirements on the telecommunication infrastructure.

Measured
Rectifier
Current
(Ir)

Threshold
Setting

Fault Clearing
&
Re-energizing

Measured Inverter
Current (I j )
Received via
Communication
System

System

Telecommunications
Failure

NB: The Delay Function T D is required to compensate for the time required to
transmit signals from one station to the other.
Fig. 2.5. Block Diagram of Differential current scheme used to protect HYDC transmission lines.

Since the information regarding line currents needs to be transmitted to the various
converter stations, the signal propagation time greatly influences the response time of
this method. A major disadvantage of this method is that the reliability of this type of
protection is directly related to the reliability of the telecommunication infrastructure
chosen.
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2.1.4.4. DC Voltage level Protection
DC voltage level protection is used to respond to voltage depressions over a large
time interval to detect high impedance faults or faults close to the inverter terminal.
This method provides good protection coverage and is normally used as a backup to
voltage derivative or travelling wave protection.

The level and time delays are selected such that normal switching operations or any
other voltage transients that are not initiated by dc line faults will not cause the
protection to operate. Some of these conditions include:

•

Rectifier and inverter ac system faults

•

Rectifier and inverter blocking

•

Inverter commutation failures

The protection operating level is normally chosen as high as possible considering the
lowest normal operating voltages. The scheme can, via the telecommunication
infrastructure, receive information from the commutation failure protection at the
inverter terminal thus allowing the level protection to be blocked in the event of a
commutation failure.

The above will allow the time delays to be optimized and only in the event of a
telecommunication failure does the time delay need to be increased to give the
commutation failure protection at the inverter terminal a chance to operate first, if
there is a commutation failure present. The level protection together with the restart
logic is normally only applied at the rectifier terminal.

The voltage level protection response times for close up faults should be optimized.
The above can be achieved by implementing the protection with multiple level and
time settings, so that deeper voltage depressions will have much shorter response
times. This type of setup will allow the voltage level protection to provide a more
optimized fault detection time in the event of main protection failure. The
implementation of multiple levels should not be a problem on newer systems as it will
just involve slight changes to the algorithm. However, on older system which use
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electronic circuits multiple level implementation may not be possible.

As indicated previously the response time of this method can be optimized with
telecommunications. However, the reliability of the method is not influenced by
telecommunication. Therefore, in the event of telecommunication failure this
protection system will still operate correctly should a fault occur. The only difference
is that the response time will be longer. The voltage level protection can be set to
cover a wide range of voltage depressions and should, therefore, be able to provide
satisfactory backup protection for the HVDe transmission line.

2.1.5. Cable Section Fault Detection
There are instances in which the HYDe transmission line comprises of both overhead
conductor and cables e.g. Hokkaido-Honshu HVDe Link [27]. In these cases the
protection system must be able distinguish between a cable and overhead line fault
because cable faults are normally permanent in nature and a restart must not be
allowed in the event of a cable fault.

The authors in [28] have developed a method of distinguishing cable faults from
overhead line faults on dc transmission lines that contain cable sections. The method
is based on the changes in current that occur at the rectifier side and inverter side of
the cable at the instant of the fault [28]. The detection system is based on the fact that
the currents change in opposite direction for internal (cable) faults and the currents
change in the same direction for external faults.

The system only requires a communication channel capable of transmitting ON/OFF
signals between the two cable ends and is currently being successfully used on the
Hokkaido-Honshu HVDe Link.
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2.1.6. Fault Clearing and Recovery
As already explained earlier normal control action alone is not sufficient to clear dc
line faults. Therefore on detection of a dc line fault by the protection system, the
rectifier firing angle (a) is advanced into the inverting region. Normally rectifier
firing angles of between 120° to 135° are used [14].

The inverter maintains the correct polarity because as explained earlier the inverter is
prevented from going in rectification by restricting the range of the extinction angle
(y) to less than 90°. Thus, both converters are forced to operate in the inverting mode.

This is the fastest way of forcing the dc current to zero as all the energy trapped in the
dc system is discharged into the ac system. The system is kept in this state until arc
extinction and deionisation are likely to be completed [14].

On completion of the deionization period, a restart procedure can commence in order
to restore the normal voltage and prefault power. During the restart, the current order
is normally ignored and the bridge is started with minimal current and slowly brought
up to the current order, to restore the prefault power. The success of the restart attempt
is determined by monitoring the line voltage during restart period [13].

Normally between 1 and 4 restart attempts are made to try and restore the system
before the pole is lockout by tripping the converter bridges at the rectifier end.
Tripping the converter bridges isolates the faulted pole/s and prevents any restart
attempts on the faulted pole/so It also allows personnel to safely try and locate the
fault or determine the reason for the pole/s trip.
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2.1.7. HVDe Line Protection Telecommunications Requirements
All the rectifier and inverter stations in a HVDC scheme will have some sort of
telecommunications infrastructure between them to relay vital control and protection
information between the stations.

The availability of a secure high speed high quality telecommunications system
provides a range of possibilities for high speed relaying. Essential decision making
information can be rapidly transferred from one end to the other.

One might then ask, "Why is differential protection mainly used as the backup
protection", especially after the work done in [27]. It can even be easily implemented
in multi-terminal schemes as illustrated in 2.1.4.3.

The main reason for the above is the cost of providing the high quality, high speed
telecommunication infrastructure with total redundancy required to use this system as
the main protection.

In most cases the cost of providing the above mentioned

telecommunication infrastructure cannot be financially justified [17]. Therefore, a
compromise has

to

be made which generally results

in a less

secure

telecommunication infrastructure been adopted [17].

A commonly used telecommunication medium is the power line carrier (PLC). With
the PLC for example, the signal to noise ratio is dependent on external factors such as
weather conditions, corona and line faults [17]. This implies that the PLC is more
prone to failure during line faults when its operation is most essential.

Clearly, the dependence of protection on the telecommunication system greatly
increases the chance of failure or mal-operation of the protection system. The dc line
main protection should, therefore as far as possible, avoid dependence on
telecommunication in order to ensure correct fault detection, irrespective of the status
of the communication infrastructure. All protection decisions must be able to be based
on local detections when necessary and telecommunications should only be used to
optimize the response of the overall protection system [18].
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2.1.8. Security and Reliability of Current HVDC Line Protection

HVDC transmission lines are provided with both main and backup protection for
added security. Both main and backup systems should, therefore, be able to provide
adequate protection coverage for the entire transmission line.

Both currently used main protection schemes viz. derivative voltage and travelling
wave protection are dependent on fault loop impedance. This limits the protection
coverage because the greater the fault loop impedance the more damped the waves are
and the more difficult they are to detect without causing mal-operation. Obviously as
the length of transmission lines increase, the percentage of line not covered by the
main protection increases, thus reducing the reliability of the system. The above
discussion is further reinforced by the results obtained in [12] which, indicate the
distances up to which the currently used main protection methods will function
satisfactorily.

DC voltage level protection should provide adequate backup protection if
implemented as described in 2.1.4.4. The response times could be enhanced by the
telecommunication system when available, by relaying the converter station
protection activity.

Differential protection has the ability to detect very high impedance faults and should,
therefore, provide more than adequate protection coverage [21]. The major
disadvantage of this method is that its reliability is based on the reliability of the
telecommunication infrastructure. This implies that the protection system will be
unavailable every time there is a communications failure. It is for this reason that
differential protection is generally used as backup protection.

The main focus of this research is therefore to look into methods of increasing the
protective coverage of current main protection schemes and determine their suitability
for the protection of ultra long dc transmission lines. Since all the methods to be
explored will be based on travelling wave theory, the next section will be dedicated to
outlining the theory of travelling waves and its application.
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2.2. Travelling Waves
As described in the preVIOUS section, both of the currently used dc line mam
protection schemes viz. travelling wave protection and voltage derivative protection,
are based on travelling wave theory.

In these systems the fault detection is based on the magnitude and gradient of the first

travelling waves arriving at the terminations. This method has the advantage that the
peak overvoltages are detected. This helps in improving the maximum possibility of
detecting the wavefront. The method also has the advantage that the HVDC control
system has practically no impact on these first wave reflections. Therefore its impact
on the protection system does not need to be considered when using this method.

As described in sections 2.1.4.1 and 2.1.4.2, the disadvantage of the above systems, is
their dependence on the fault loop impedance. This implies that their protection
coverage is limited and will, therefore, not be able to adequately protect the proposed
future HVDC systems [12].
Both currently used main protection systems adopt the use of first incident wave
reflections to detect the presence of a fault on the transmission line [15], [16]. This
approach proves to provide fast but limited protection coverage. The purpose of this
section is, therefore, to review travelling wave theory in an attempt to discover
another method in which travelling waves can be used to detect faults on ultra long
HYDC transmission lines.

2.2.1. Theory
Any disturbance on a transmission line results in the initiation of travelling waves
which travel along the transmission line in both directions. These travelling waves are
the result of changes in the stored energy in the line capacitance and inductance [29].
The waves propagate along the line causing high frequency oscillations that are
continually being attenuated and distorted by corona and other losses until they die
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out [24]. The frequency and damping of these oscillations are dependent on the line
parameters and fault loop impedance.

Fig 2.6 below, shows a line section of a lossless transmission line. The length of the
line section is & meters and is located at a distance x meters from the sending end.
The transmission line has a series inductance L in Him and a shunt capacitance C in
F/m. Therefore, the line section has a series inductance L& H and a shunt capacitance
C& F as shown in Fig 2.6.
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Fig 2.6. Schematic diagram of an elemental section of a single phase transmission line.

Note that both the voltage u and current i are functions of time t and distance x.
Therefore, partial derivatives need to be used. The series voltage drop across element
L1x is given by [4], [30]:

(2)

Therefore, from Fig 2.6, we can write

OU Ax
ax
=

{fJi)
LOt Ax

(3)

Similarly from Fig 2.6, we can write

(4)
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We now divide both equations (3) and (4) by L1x to give us (5) and (6) below.

(5)

(6)

The voltage and current at any distance x on a lossless transmission line will obey the
partial differential equations (5) and (6) respectively [4], [30], [31].

Rearranging equations (5) and (6), eliminating the current i and taking partial
derivatives with respect to x and t yields the travelling wave equation of a lossless
transmission line as given in (7) below [4].

1

au au
2

2

(7)

LC· m2 = 81 2

The solution to the travelling wave equation is a function of (x - vt) and the voltage
and currents can be expressed as [31-33]:

u(x,t)=u/(x-vt)+ur(x+vt)

(8)

(9)

Where

Zc = ~~ is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
v=

b.

is the velocity of propagation of the wave.

"LC
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Figure 2.7, shows the forward (ufJ and ifJ) and backward (Url and irl) travelling waves
as they leave the faulted area and travel at a velocity v towards the ends of the
transmission line.
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Fig. 2.7. Travelling voltage and current waves leaving the disturbed area.

2.2.2. Reflection of Travelling Waves
The travelling waves leaving the disturbed area will eventually reach some type of
discontinuity e.g. busbars, generators, other transmission lines, an open or short
circuit, termination. At this discontinuity, a part of the wave will be reflected and a
part may pass to other sections. The voltage and/or current at the discontinuity may be
anything from zero to double the magnitude of the travelling wave, depending on the
terminal characteristics [24].

Let us consider the example in Fig 2.8 below, in which a transmission line with
characteristic impedance Zc is terminated through impedance Zt. At some time t a
disturbance, results in the initiation of travelling waves in the transmission line with
the forward travelling wave Uj heading towards the termination as shown in Fig 2.8.

The incident (forward) voltage and current waves of a lossless line are related by the
characteristic impedance of the line as follows [24]:
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(10)

Where
Uj

is the incidence (forward) voltage travelling wave.

i j is the incidence (forward) current travelling wave.

Transition Point with Terminal Voltage (Uo)

Transmission Line

~

Reflect<d Wave(",)

Fig. 2.8. Reflection of Travelling waves at a discontinuity.

Now at the discontinuity the voltage and current travelling waves will be reflected.
The reflected (backward) waves for a lossless line are related to characteristic
impedance as follows [24]:

u

-' =-Zc
(

(11)

Where
Ur

is the reflected (backward) voltage travelling wave.

ir is the reflected (backward) current travelling wave.
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Therefore the voltage Uo and current io at the tennination are given by:

(12)

(13)

Where

Zt is the impedance seen by the surge at the discontinuity or transition point.

The case of a direct tennination down to ground was chosen for simplicity. Note that
in cases were the transmission line is not just tenninated by an impedance to ground
but instead connects to another transmission line, busbar, other parallel lines or a
combination of these, Zt will then be the equivalent impedance seen by the surge.

Now substituting (10) and (11) into (12) and (13) yields the following equations for
the reflected waves and total voltage and current:

(14)

2Z

Uo

t
= Z+Z'
u. = Ktvu.
,
t

ir =

(15)

c

Zt -Zc . = K
---'-_...::..,.
Z t +Z'
c

.,..
",

(16)

(17)

Where
K rv is the reflection coefficient for voltage travelling waves.
K r; is the reflection coefficient for current travelling waves.
K tv is the refraction coefficient for voltage travelling waves.
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K ti is the refraction coefficient for current travelling waves.

The currently used main protection systems for the HVDe transmission lines monitor
the terminal voltages U and currents I and use the changes in these signals (!1U and
DJ) caused by the first wave reflections to detect the presence of line faults. These

voltages and currents are given in equations (15) and (17) above.

The changes in !1U and M recorded on the waveforms at the terminations, are
dependent on the incident wave and the reflection coefficients (Krv and K ri ). The
incident wave arriving at the termination is dependent on a number of factors viz. prefault voltages, fault resistance, attenuation due to line losses, corona and distortion. As
described in 2.1, these factors affect the amplitude, gradient and shape of the
travelling waves and, therefore, limit the protection coverage of a system based solely
on first wave reflections.

Note that from a fault detection point of view the higher the voltage reflection
coefficient at the terminal the better as it improves the possibility of fault detection
[26]. The above is due to the fact that following a fault condition the incident
travelling wave arrives at the terminal and is immediately reflected. Note the resultant
wave, due to the combination of the incident and reflected waves, is what causes the
instantaneous change in terminal voltage. So the higher the voltage reflection
coefficient the larger the magnitude of the resultant wave and the greater the
instantaneous change in terminal voltage. A greater instantaneous change in terminal
voltage implies that the voltage gradient will be steeper and since the existing main
protection systems are based on the steepness of the voltage gradient, the possibility
of fault detection is improved. However, a higher voltage reflection coefficient means
higher over voltage magnitudes at the terminations and hence increases the insulation
costs.
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2.2.3. Attenuation and Distortion of Travelling Waves
So far we have assumed a lossless transmission line, however, practical transmission
lines have finite energy losses. These losses cause attenuation and in some cases
distortion of the travelling wave as it propagates along the transmission line [24],
[30].

There are different mathematical formulae to describe the attenuation phenomenon,
some of which can be found in [24], however generally to avoid much undue
complexity the attenuation is normally represented by a constant factor a. So if we
assume that the transmission line considered in Fig 2.6. is still distortionless (i.e. R/L
=

G/C [24]) but no longer lossless with a finite series resistance R in

n/m and a finite

shunt conductance Gin S/m, equations (8) and (9) can be rewritten as (18) and (19)
respectively to include the influence of attenuation [30].

(18)

i(x,t) = Z1 [ U I(x-vt)e-a>: +ur(x+vt)ea>:J

(19)

Where

a = .JRG is the attenuation constant.
On practical transmission lines the voltage and currents can be represented by (18)
and (19) at high frequencies [24], [30] but at low frequencies, the typical transmission
lines are not distortionless and thus equations (18) and (19) do not hold true. Methods
of taking this distortion into account are provided in [24].

Distortion causes the associated voltage and current waves to no longer be exact
replicas of each other except when they are initially initiated or reflected. So for all
other times (10) and (11) do not hold true. Thus for a line with distortion the reflected
and total voltage given by (14) and (15) become [24]:
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u =
r

Zc

Z +Z
t

[Z i-u.]
t

(20)

I

c

(21)

2.2.4. Successive Reflection of Travelling Waves

The travelling waves initiated by any disturbance will be continuously reflected and
refracted until they die out and a new stable system state is achieved. The easiest way
to keep track of these successive reflections is with the aid of time space diagram
known as a lattice or bewley diagram. It shows at a glance the position and direction
of every incident, reflected and refracted wave on the system at every instant in time
[24]. The effects of attenuation and distortion can also be entered on the lattice
diagram.

In order to illustrate this, let us consider Fig 2.7. in 2.2.1. above where

K rva

represent the reflection coefficients at terminals a and b respectively.

Ta

and

Krvb

and

Tb

represents the time taken by the travelling wave to travel from the fault to the
discontinuity at a and b respectively. For simplicity we will assume full reflection at
terminations and at the fault point (zero impedance fault).

Therefore we can construct the lattice diagram for Fig 2.7. as shown below.

Fault

Fig. 2.9. Bewley Lattice Diagram of System in Fig 2.7.
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Let us consider the termination at a, the incident wave will take

't a

milliseconds to

reach a, were it would be reflected. The current HVDC main protection systems
would react to this change and based on its setting, it will make a decision as to
whether a fault is present or not. Problems with this method for the proposed future
systems have been already discussed earlier.

Looking at Fig 2.9, if the time at which the first reflected wave

uj2

leaves termination

a is known and the time at which the subsequent reflected wave from the fault

UrJ

returns is known, the time difference (3Ta - Ta) can be easily calculated to reveal the
total travel time

tD.

The total travel time

tD

represents the time taken by the travelling

wave to travel from terminal a to the fault and back to terminal a. If the total travel
time

tD

and the velocity of propagation v is known, the distance to fault can be

calculated by (22) below.

(22)

Where
DJ is the distance to fault in km
tD

is the total travel time in ms

v is the propagation velocity in kmlms

This property will be used in the next chapter to look into ways of improving the
protective reach of the currently used dc line main protection systems and thus
improving their applicability to future HVDC systems.
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2.2.5. Termination Waveform Frequency Dominance
The continuous reflection of the travelling waves at the tenninations, following a line
fault results in the appearance of a dominant frequency component in the post fault
voltage and current signals. This dominant frequency is a function of the distance to
fault and is dependent on the tennination and fault impedance [34].

To illustrate the above property let us consider the simple case in Fig. 2.10, in which a
lossless transmission line with a characteristic impedance of Zc is connected to a DC
source with an internal impedance of Zs. For simplicity we will assume the source
impedance to be purely resistive. Now if at time t, equal to zero, the ideal switch at B
is closed causing a line fault, a negative voltage travelling wave will be initiated in
order to cancel the voltage at the fault. This surge will travel back towards the source
cancelling the voltage as it travels towards A. When the surge hits the discontinuity at
A, it will be reflected. The sign of the reflection will depend on the sign of the

reflection coefficient at A.

Zc
Transmission Line
Us

Fig 2.10. Simple Transmission Line.

Let us first consider the case with Zs being large i.e. Zs > Zc. In this case the reflection
coefficient K rv as defined in (14) would be positive. Therefore, the voltage wavefonn
will be reflected with the same sign and travel back to the fault as a negative surge. At
the fault this negative surge will be reflected with a reverse sign and travel towards A
as a positive surge. At A the surge will be reflected again with the same sign and
travel towards the fault point as a positive surge and again at the fault location the
surge will be reflected with the reverse sign and travel back to A as a negative surge.
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We are now back to the original state, viz. a negative surge travelling towards A. This
completes one cycle, which takes 4 r seconds to complete. Therefore, we can conclude
that for this case the dominant frequency will be [34]:

fdom

1
= 4r Hz

(23)

Now let us consider the case were Zs is small i.e. Zs < Zc. In this case the reflection
coefficient at A is negative and, therefore the voltage surge will be reflected with the
opposite sign and travel back towards the fault as a positive surge. At the fault
location the surge will again be reflected with the opposite sign and travel back to A
as a negative surge.

We are now back to the original state, viz. a negative surge travelling towards A.
Since the surge is reflected with opposite signs at both ends, a cycle is completed in
2 r seconds. Therefore we can conclude that for this case the dominant frequency will
be [34]:

fdom

1
=-Hz

(24)

2r

For a relay located at A the voltage surges for both cases are shown in Fig 2.11 and
Fig 2.12. The "gap" shown in Fig 2.12, approaches zero as the source impedance
approaches zero. This implies that a relay located behind an ideal source will record
no fluctuations in the voltage wave. This is a very important point to note as it affects
the fault detection ability of a travelling wave based protection system. It also
determines which waveform (voltage, current or both) can be used for fault detection.
Obviously a voltage travelling wave based protection system will not be appropriate
for a relaying point close to a strong source, in this case a current travelling wave
protection system will be more appropriate.
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Fig 2.11. Surge propagation on a simple line with large source impedance.
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Fig 2.12. Surge propagation on a simple line with small source impedance.

Thus far we have assumed the source impedance Zs to be purely resistive. In this case
determining whether Zs is small or large is easily accomplished be comparing the
magnitude of Zs to the magnitude of Zc. However, in the practical case were Zs is
complex the above method cannot be directly used because the impedance seen by the
surge is dependent on the time constant of Zs and Zc. This is due to the fact that a
travelling wave reaching an inductive termination will firstly encounter a large
impedance as the inductance tries to oppose the change in current, but after some time
as the current is allowed to flow, the impedance seen by the surge will decrease. The
opposite is true for a capacitive termination.

A basis of deciding on whether Zs is large or small when Zs is complex is given in
[34]. This method compares the "time constant of the source inductance L s plus
characteristic impedance Zc to the wave travel time
According to [34]

T

T"

to make a decision [34].

must be compared to (L/Zc) in order to determine whether the

source impedance Zs seen by the incoming travelling wave is small or large.
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The travel time r varies with the fault distance. The previous statement implies that
the impedance seen by the incoming travelling wave, on the same transmission line,
can vary from small to large based on the location ofthe fault [34]. Thus the existence
of a fault and the fault distance can not be easily determined by analyzing the
dominant frequency components only.

Possible causes of errors in multi phase/pole systems include the existence of multivelocity travelling waves which introduce different dominant frequency components.
These different sets of dominant frequency components must be considered when
analysing the frequency spectrum of the respective waveform after a fault. Other
sources of error include the interference of reflected and refracted waves with each
another.

Bearing all this in mind, the dominant frequency of the faulted waveform should not
be solely used as a basis for fault detection. It can however be used in conjunction
with other relaying information to determine the existence of a fault and initiate
protective action.
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2.2.6. Multiconductor Systems

So far we have only considered single phase/pole systems, however in the physical
system, you rarely find these single phase/pole circuits. Most AC systems are three
phase networks and most HVDC systems are bipolar systems. Since the main focus is
on HVDC systems, this section will be focused on bipolar HVDC transmission.

In most cases both pole conductors of the bipolar system run in parallel and are in

close proximity to each another. This therefore, represents a coupled system where
any surge on one of the pole conductors will result in induced surges on the other pole
conductor.

In order to simplify the analysis of these surges on bipolar systems, it is common

practice to transform the coupled circuits in two balanced modal circuits that are not
coupled viz. a positive sequence and zero sequence network [25]. This implies that a
surge impressed on one conductor will propagate as two waves on both conductors
(one for each mode).

The positive sequence waves in both conductors have equal and opposite amplitude
while the zero sequence waves in both conductors have equal amplitude with the same
polarity [26]. The zero sequence circuit involves ground return, whereas the positive
sequence circuit does not, being a balanced metallic circuit [25]. The positive
sequence waves are, therefore, not significantly affected by ground and fault
impedance and have much lower attenuation and a higher propagation velocity than
the zero sequence waves.

Fig 2.13, shows a surge initiated at point A on pole 1. It can be seen that both the
resultant incident, and induced surges are a combination of the positive and zero
sequence waves. Both the positive and zero sequence waves have the same polarity on
the pole on which the surge was initiated while the positive and zero sequence waves
are of opposite polarity on the healthy pole. This is an important property and is used
in the system described in 2.1.4.2 to determine the faulted pole.
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The pole conductors represented in Fig 2.13 below are assumed to be ideal. This is
purposefully done to isolate the distortion and apparent attenuation effect caused by
the separation of the two different velocity components.
" _" _" _ .. _ .~APparent Attenuation

Pole

l---II!::.£?\~·::::'_···:'_····~-·····-""_\4-----·-·-.-c;.~-·_··~_··:·~
_.:_.:......"-\...:-.-----"A
Apparent Growth ~

Pole 2-~~~·····'-····_·····_····_··
.._..···....3li\,-_··__·_·_ _·_.__.._-_

~'\~:~----7".""
.• __._
•• _ . _

--- /

-'--#

Positive Sequence Waves
Zero Sequence Waves
Resultant Waves

Fig 2.13. Positive and Zero Sequences Waves on HYDe Bipolar Transmission Lines.

Now with reference to Fig 2.13 above, we can calculate the modal voltages and
currents. The resultant travelling waves on pole 1 and pole 2 two can be written as
follows:

(25)

(26)

Where
"pJ

is the resultant voltage travelling wave on pole 1.

"pI

is the resultant voltage travelling wave on pole 2.

"J is the positive sequence voltage travelling wave.
"0 is the zero sequence voltage travelling wave.
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Thus, the current travelling waves can be written as:

(27)

(28)

Where
i pI is the resultant current travelling wave on pole 1.

i pI is the resultant current travelling wave on pole 2.
i l is the positive sequence current travelling wave.
i o is the zero sequence current travelling wave.

Therefore, the modal components

In

terms of actual quantities are expressed as

follows

(29)

"pI - " p I

" I = --'-----'-2

(30)

(31)

(32)

The positive and zero sequence impedance are then simply given by [25]:

ZI

"I -z
=-=z
•

'I

ss

(33)

m
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(34)

Where
Z\ is the positive sequence impedance.
Zo is the zero sequence impedance.
Z ss is the conductor self impedance.
Z m is the mutual impedance between the two conductors.

The equations (25) to (32) allow conversion from actual quantities to symmetrical
quantities and vice versa. This is of extreme importance in the analysis of faults on
bipolar HVDC systems as it allows the use of per pole analysis methods, which would
not be possible otherwise. The finer details on the use of sequence circuits will be
discussed in later chapters.

Now equipped with the basic theory, the next chapter attempts to build on this and
explore the various ways in which travelling waves can be used to detect the presence
of DC line faults on HVDC systems with ultra long transmission lines.
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Chapter 3: Proposed Protection Methods
3. 1. Introduction
As mentioned previously, we can expect HVDC systems with very long transmission
lines in the future e.g. the proposed Westcor Project, the details of which were given
in Chapter 1. It has been indicated previously that the main protection systems
currently used for the protection of HVDC transmission lines have inherently limited
protection coverage and will, therefore, not be able to provide adequate protection for
HVDC systems with very long transmission lines. There is, therefore, a need to
address this challenge.

In the previous chapter, emphasis was placed on the fact that, in order to improve the

security and reliability of the protection system, all protection decisions must be able
to be made using locally available quantities in the event of telecommunication
failure.

Travelling wave theory was introduced in Chapter 2. This chapter builds on the theory
and discusses how the theory can be developed upon in order to formulate a reliable
method of protecting long HVDC transmission lines. Later in the chapter, methods of
using telecommunication in order to optimize the protection systems are discussed
and the chapter is concluded with a block diagram of the proposed dc line main
protection system.

3.2. Local fault Detection Method
3.2.1. Method Formulation
The concept of travelling wave reflection was introduced in sections 2.2.2 through to
2.2.4. It was illustrated that any disturbance on a transmission line would give rise to
travelling waves that will be continuously reflected and refracted until they die out
and give rise to a steady state condition. With this in mind, let us consider Fig 3.1,
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which represents a HVDe transmission line with a zero impedance fault located DJ
kilometres from terminal A. For simplicity, we have assumed that no refraction occurs
at the terminals A and B.

Df - - - - . ·
KEY
L - Line reactor
F - DC Filters

T

F

B

A

Fig 3.1. HYDe Transmission Line Fault with zero fault resistance with total reflection at terminations.

On occurrence of the fault, voltage and current travelling waves are initiated that
travel along the transmission line towards both terminals. Fig 3.1 shows only the
voltage travelling waves with subscripts "b" and "f' representing the backward and
forward voltage travelling waves respectively. It can be noticed from Fig 3.1, that the
zero impedance fault simplifies the analysis as it divides the transmission line into 2
zones, in which the travelling waves on the left hand side are reflected and propagate
independently from those on the right hand side i.e. there is no coupling between the
waves on either side.

Assuming our relaying point to be at terminal A, the incident voltage wave or first
backward wave

UbJ

will arrive at the relaying point after time

Ta.

This incident wave

will be reflected at terminal A and give rise to a forward travelling wave up, travelling
towards the fault point. At the fault point, the forward travelling wave up is reflected
and gives rise to a backward travelling wave
40
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point at tenninal A. This travelling wave

Ub3

will reach the relaying point at time 3ra

after the initiation of the fault. As discussed in 2.2.4 if the time at which up leaves the
relaying point and time at which

Ub3

returns to the relaying point is known the time

travel can be calculated and used in (22) to calculate the distance to the fault.

These times have to be detennined from the local voltage and/or current wavefonns
measured at the relaying point. It has become common practice to use both, the
voltage and current changes at the relaying point for fault location [20], [29], [35-37].
In order to accomplish this, let us define two relaying signals SF which is the value of

the forward travelling wave as it leaves the relaying point heading into the
transmission line and Ss which is the value of the backward travelling wave as it
arrives at the relaying point from the transmission line. Equations (35) and (36)
derived from (8), (9), (10) and (11) are used to calculate the instantaneous values of
forward and backward travelling waves from the physically measured voltage and
current at the relaying point [37].

SF = u(t) + Zi(t)

(35)

(36)

Where

Zc is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line.

Now consider the fault in Fig. 3.1, the forward travelling wave up will be reflected at
the fault point and return to the relaying point after twice the travel time (2DJv) has
elapsed. So assuming a lossless line, we can then write:

(37)

Where

Krv is the reflection coefficient as defined in (14) with Zt equal to zero in this case
because zero fault resistance has been assumed.
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The equation is valid for t>O and assumes that the fault occurred at time t = -Djv.

The basic relationship in (37) together with (35) and (36) defining the wave signals
constitute the line equations on which protection schemes are based [35]. The basic
relationship states that in case of a fault, the two wave signals SF and SE are exactly
congruent except for a constant time shift, (2Djv), proportional to the fault distance
and a constant scaling factor, K rv [35].

So far, we have assumed that the current backward travelling wave

Ub3

is due to the

reflection of the previous forward travelling wave up. This is not always the case
especially when there is significant fault impedance. To illustrate this concept let us
consider Fig 3.2, which represents an HYDe transmission line, this time, with a fault
having a fault resistance R located DJ kilometres from terminal A.

T

KEY
L - Line reactor
F - DC Filters
R - Fault Resistance
_. - . -"

A

F

IncidentlReflected Wave
Refracted Waves

B

Fig 3.2. HYDe Transmission Line Fault with finite fault resistance and total reflection at terminations.

Firstly, notice that there now are reflected and refracted waves. Therefore, the
travelling waves on either side of fault point are no longer independent of each other
as they were in Fig 3.1. The coupling across the fault in Fig 3.2, is due to the fault
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impedance on a monopole line, however on bipolar HYDe lines this coupling is also
caused by mutual coupling with the unfaulted pole as described in 3.2.6. These
refracted waves can have an effect on the calculated total travel time

tD

from the

relaying signals and hence provide an incorrect fault location.

Remembering that the relaying location is at terminal A, Fig 3.2 indicates that, the
detection of the correct forward and backward travelling waves has not been affected
by the travelling waves refracted by the fault.

However, let us now consider the relaying location to be at terminal B. In order to
determine the correct distance to fault, the time difference between the departure of
UB2

and the arrival of UF3 needs to be determined. However, it can be seen from Fig

3.2, that the refracted wave, due to un, reaches the relaying point first, which means
that if the total travel time

tD

was just calculated from the subsequent changes in the

local voltage and current signals, the calculated travel time would be incorrect and of
course the distance to fault given by (22) would also be incorrect.

It is apparent from the discussion above that the refracted waves affect the distance to

fault calculation from terminal B but not from terminal A. The distance to fault
calculation is affected at terminal B because the fault is closer to terminal A than it is
to terminal B, thereby resulting in a refracted wave arriving at terminal B before the
first reflected wave uf3. It should be noted that if a fault is located at a distance greater
than 50% of the line length from the relaying terminal, a refracted wave will arrive at
the relaying point before the first reflected wave. Therefore, if the fault location is
monitored from both ends, any fault on the transmission line, with a finite fault
impedance, will result in one terminal, either A or B reporting an incorrect distance to
fault.

The only case in which the above situation should not occur is when the fault is
located exactly at the centre of the transmission line. This case is illustrated in Fig 3.3,
in which a fault with non-zero impedance is located at the centre of the transmission
line. In this case, we notice that both the reflected and refracted waves reach terminals
A and B at the same time. The local signals will therefore change once,

instantaneously, due to the arrival of both the reflected and refracted waves. The
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magnitude of the change in the local signals will depend on the amplitude of the
combined reflected and refracted waves. Let us consider how this affects the travel
time calculation.

0/2

KEY
T
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Us

3'ta

.-

.- .-

L - Line reactor
F - DC Filters
R - Fault Resistance

F

- - - IncidentlReflected Wave'--....--'
- . - . _.. Refracted Waves

U3(+)
(+)_._.-. -' -' _.-

U";'(-)
.-.-

Fig 3.3. HYDe Transmission Line Fault with fInite fault resistance located at the centre of the line.

From Fig 3.3, we know that the fault will initiate travelling waves, travelling towards
both terminals A and B. Assuming the pole voltage to be positive, the polarity ofthese
incident waves will be negative as shown in the Fig 3.3. On arrival at the relaying
points, assuming an inductive termination impedance [37], these initial waves
U2

Uj

and

will experience a negative reflection and travel towards the fault point as positive

waves

UJ

and

U4.

Both waves will reach the fault point at the same time and

experience both reflection and refraction at the fault point.

The reflection at the fault point will be negative while the refraction will be positive.
The reflected wave U7 and refracted wave Us travel towards terminal A, while reflected
wave U8 and refracted wave U6 travel towards terminal B. As can be seen from Fig 3.3,
the reflected and refracted waves travelling towards the relaying points have opposite
polarities and thus have a cancelling effect on each another. Therefore, depending on
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the reflection and refraction coefficients at the fault point, the changes seen in the
local quantities at terminals A and B may be very small, thereby making them difficult
to detect.

To prevent the problems discussed above with the identification of the reflected wave
from the fault, a correlation method is required to uniquely identify the returning
wave from the fault.

The cross-correlation method has been chosen for use in this research. The crosscorrelation function has been chosen has a first pass because it is the most widely
used theory in travelling wave protection [37], as well as, the availability of software
applications that were capable of calculating the cross-correlation function at the time.

The next section briefly explains the cross-correlation function and describes how it
will be used in order to fulfil our requirements.

3.2.2. Cross-Correlation
The cross-correlation function (CCF) is a measure of the similarities or shared
properties between two signals [38]. The discrete cross-correlation function tPxy(r) ,
given in (38) below, is defined as a measure of the correlation between sections of the
sampled signal x and the delayed signaly as a function of the delay r [32], [36].
1 N
cI>xy(r)=-Lx(kM+r). y(kM)
N k=1

(38)

Where
N is the number of sampling points in the correlation window.

L1t is the sampling interval.

So if the relaying signals SF and Ss, as defined in (35) and (36), are correlated using
(38), the time at which the returning wave from the fault due to reflection at the fault
can be determined. However, "SF and Ss have different mean values on which the
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required travelling wave components are superimposed, so when the discrete crosscorrelation function is applied to these signals, the different mean values may prevent
a useful correlation between the relaying signals" [36]. "To avoid this problem, the
correlation is performed between sections of Ss and the delayed SF, from which the
section mean values have been removed" [36]. The cross-correlation between sections
of Ss and SFwith zero mean can be defined as [32], [36], [37], [39]:

(39)

Where
SB and SF are the mean values of their respective sample groups as defined below:

(40)

(41)

The mean value removed correlation function fjJ( r) shows the similarity between the
two relaying function SF and Ss as a function of the time shift between them. The best
match between the two waveforms is achieved when the correlation function is at its
maximum. "The time delay when this occurs can be used in (22) to determine the
distance to fault" [36].

Figure 3.4, extracted from [36], provides an example of the application of the mean
value removed cross-correlation function.

Fig 3.4(a) shows the relaying signals

obtained for a particular fault on the transmission line. Fig 3.4(b) shows the relaying
signals after they have been sampled and Fig 3.4(c) illustrates graphically how the
magnitude of the cross-correlation is calculated.
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(a). Relaying Signals

--+----yt----------------~ t

(b). Sampled Relaying Signals

Where
SF'(n,1t) = S~t) for t = n,1t, n = 1,2,3, N
Ss (n,1t) = Ss(t) for t = n,1t, n = 1,2,3,

00

"Fig 3.4. Application example cross-correlation calculation" [36].
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(c). Cross-correlation calculation
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Where
,
1 N
SSF(n!!J) =SF (n!!J)--LSF(k!!J)
N k=1
1 N
SSB (n!!J + m!!J) =SB (n!!J + m!!J) - - LSB (k!!J + m!!J) m =0,1"",00
N k=1
1 N
<b('r) =-LSSF(n!!J), SSB (n& + m&)
N k=1

"Fig 3.4. Application example cross-correlation calculation" [36].
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3.2.3. Protection Starter Requirements
The protection starter is required to detect the possible presence of a forward fault and
activate the protection system. The purpose of the starter is to ensure that the
protection relay or algorithm remains stable and does not cause any mal-operations
during normal conditions. The protection starter will be activated once certain specific
criteria are met. These criteria are discussed in 3.2.4. Once the protection starter is
activated it will be latched in and remain active until the DC voltage returns to a
certain percentage of the pre-fault voltage for a specified time. The above condition
ensures that the protection starter will remain active as long as the fault condition
exists. The protection system once activated by the protection starter can only be reset
if a fault is detected and an instruction to de-energize the faulted pole is issued or the
protection starter has been deactivated.

The need for a protection starter will be explained with the aid of Fig 3.5 and Fig 3.6
below. In Fig 3.5, a disturbance is located in the opposite converter station beyond the
transmission line. This disturbance will cause a backward travelling wave

SBI

to

propagate through the transmission line and arrive at the relaying point at time rA. The
magnitude of this wave will be small but, with the protection system always active,
may cause enough change in the local quantities to start the correlation function.

The correlation function will use the reflected forward travelling wave SF as a
template and identify SB2 as the returning wave. The calculated distance to fault from
this time should be equal to the line length. This will be the case for any fault beyond
the transmission line as can be easily seen in Fig 3.5.
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A

B

~<~-------1~---H-V-D-C-T-r-an-s-m-i-ss-io-n-L-in-e---~I----.------:)~
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.-.-'

.- ..-' -'

_._._.-.-.-._.-

.-'- .-.- .-.-'
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_.- ..: : -:. :. '-=-:.:=----~
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KEY
A, B - Line Termination
A - Relaying Point
Incident/Reflected Wave
_. - . _.. Refracted Waves

Fig 3.5. Fault located beyond the transmission line in front of the relay pointing.

In Fig 3.6, the disturbance is now located behind the relaying point. The figure shows

how the travelling waves propagate through the transmission line and again if the
protection system is always active, a distance to fault equal to the line length will be
returned.

A

B

~(__LL---

J~)

1

1

HVDC Transmission Line

I

I

._._.~F_

.-.- '-'-'- -'- '-'- '-'- '-'- -'-.
-'-.

'--'-

'KEY
A, B - Line Termination
A - Relaying Point
- - - IncidentJReflected Wave
- . - . - .. Refracted Waves

Fig 3.6. Fault located behind relaying point.
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From the above two cases in Fig 3.5 and Fig 3.6, it should be apparent that it will not
be possible for the protection system to be set to initiate fault clearance immediately
for the entire line. So taking into account possible errors, due to the current and
voltage transducers and depending on the sampling rate of the correlation function,
the last 10 to 20 percent of the line will have to be cleared after a time delay. This
time delay is required to ensure that the converter station protection is given a chance
to clear the fault, should the fault not be located on the transmission line.

So for actual line faults on the last 10 to 20 percent of the line the fault clearance will
be delayed, however this time delay can be eliminated when the telecommunication
infrastructure is used to optimize the system, thereby only causing delayed fault
clearance when the telecommunication infrastructure is unavailable and the fault is
located in the last 10 to 20 percent of the line. This will be discussed in 3.3 to follow.

The fact that the

HYDe

transmission line is terminated through a line reactor may

provide another possible method of eliminating the need for the time delay. In [34]
and [37] it is pointed out that, an inductive termination introduces a decaying
exponential component to the reflected travelling wave. So if we consider the two
cases illustrated in Fig 3.5 and Fig 3.6, the returning wave to the relaying point would
have been reflected by the inductive termination at the line end and contain an
additional decaying exponential component. This will not be present in a wave
returning from a fault. So if a method of determining this can be devised, this feature
can be used to block tripping for the cases illustrated in Fig 3.5 and Fig 3.6 and
thereby eliminate the need for delayed fault clearance. This feature was not
investigated in this work and should be looked into as part of further work.

3.2.4. Possible Protection Starters
The protection starter needs to be based on information available at the relaying point.
Table 3.1, illustrates the changes in local measured or calculated quantities at the
relaying point.
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Table 3.1. Changes in local quantities at the relaying location for various faults.

LOCAL QUANTITY CHANGES AT RELAYING POINT
Relaying Signals
U, I Gradients
Case
L\U, L\I
SF and Ss
DC Line Fault
Change with
Change in opposite
Change
Fig 3.1 - Fig 3.3
opposite polarity
direction
Simultaneously
Fault beyond TL in
Change with
Change in opposite
Change
front of Relay
opposite polarity
direction
Simultaneously
Fig 3.5
Fault Behind Relay Change with same
Change in same
SF changes before
Fig 3.6
polarity
direction
Ss

It can be seen that anyone of the three local quantity changes given in Table 3.1. can

be used to determine whether the fault is in front or behind the relay. However, as
indicated in Table 3.1. these local quantity changes cannot be directly used to
determine whether the fault is on the line or beyond the line. The starter will,
therefore, be used to detect the presence of a forward fault and the calculated distance
to fault will then be used to determine whether the fault is a line fault or not.

In accordance with Table 3.1, we have the following protection starter options:

Option 1. The voltage and current changes .t1U and M

The voltage and current changes, AV and L1I, can be multiplied together (i.e.
AVxL1l). During normal conditions and reverse faults, this product should be

positive and during forward faults, the product will be negative. Small
negative values may however appear during normal and starting conditions.
These negative values appear because of the lag in voltage and current caused
by the dc smoothing reactor between the converters and the dc line. The above
condition must be taking into account when setting the starter threshold.

Faults can also be placed beyond terminal B in Fig 3.5 to determine a
threshold setting that will block the starter for faults beyond the transmission
line. The above will eliminate the need for the time delay in the last section of
the line however the fault resistance coverage will be reduced.
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Since iJU and ,1/ are already continuously calculated in order to detennine SF
and Ss, the implementation of this option would only require that the product
of the already detennined iJU and,1/ be calculated and compared to the starter
threshold.
Option 2. The voltage and current gradient changes
The changes in voltage and current gradients can be multiplied together. A
negative result will indicate a forward fault and a positive result will block the
starter. Small negative values may also appear during nonnal and starting
conditions. Again these negative values appear because of the lag in voltage
and current caused by the dc smoothing reactor. The above condition must be
taking into account when setting the starter thresholds.

The implementation of this option will be similar to that of option 1. The only
difference in the implementation of this option is that the already calculated
iJU and ,1/ would have to be divided by the sampling interval iJt to detennine
the gradients (iJUliJt and ,1/liJt). The product of these gradients (iJUliJt x ,1/liJt)
would then have to be calculated and compared to the starter threshold. Note
this option will provide very similar results to option 1 as the only difference
between the two options is that (L1UIL1t x ,1/liJt) is greater than (L1UxL1/) by a
constant factor of l/iJt2 •
Option 3. The changes in the SF and SB relaying signals
Since the relaying point is at the tennination for the HYDe line, in the case of
a forward fault both SF and Ss experience a change simultaneously. However,
in the case of a reverse fault, as shown in Fig 3.6, SF will experience a change
first and Ss will only experience a change after twice the line travel time.

Therefore, the changes in SF and Ss can be monitored and the correlation
function should only be started if there is both a change in SF and Ss above the
set threshold in quick succession. Note that due to the continuous switching
operations of the converter valves, small changes in SF and Ss are experienced
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even under normal conditions. The starter threshold must be set higher, than
these expected changes in relaying functions.

In order to implement this option the additional quantities L1SF and L1Ss will

have to be calculated. Both these quantities will then have to be compared to a
magnitude threshold. If both L1SF and L1Ss exceed this magnitude threshold, the
time difference between L1SF and L1Ss will then have to be determine and
compared to a time threshold. If the time difference between L1SF and L1Ss is
less than the time threshold the starter will become active and activate the
protection system.

From the discussions above, options 1 and 2 are much easier to implement as opposed
to option 3. Therefore, the choice of option 3 will be eliminated for the time being.
Both options 1 and 2 provide very similar results and, therefore, the choice of which
option to use will be based on the ease of implementation. The final decision was to
use option 1 has the protection starter. The protection system will, therefore, be
activated when the product of LtU and L1I goes below the protection starter threshold
setting Ps i.e. (LtU x L1l)< Ps.

3.2.5. Bipolar System Considerations
As indicated in 2.2.6, majority of the HVDe systems are bipolar with the poles
located within close vicinity between one and other. This results in mutual coupling

between the poles, with surges on one pole inducing surges on the other. This is liable
to cause errors in the correlation function ifnot correctly taken into account.

In 2.2.6, the concept of modal networks was introduced which allows the coupled

network to be transformed into two balanced modal networks i.e. a positive sequence
and zero sequence network. Fig 3.7, below provides an illustration of the positive and
negative sequence networks.
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+

Zero Sequence
Network

Positive Sequence
Network
Fig 3.7. Illustration of the Modal/Sequence Networks.

The ground mode or zero sequence wave are only present when the fault involves a
connection to earth, which in a HYDe system would account for the majority of the
faults.

The propagation velocity and surge impedance of the ground mode is dependent on
the fault resistance and is highly frequency dependent, whereas the pole or positive
sequence waves have a substantially constant propagation velocity and surge
impedance for frequencies above 20Hz [25].

Note that equation (22) used to calculate fault distance assumes a constant velocity, so
if the local voltages and currents are used to develop the relaying signals SF and Ss,
errors will be introduced due to the frequency dependent propagation velocity of the
ground mode wave. It is for this reason that the pole mode wave will be used in
developing the relaying signals SF and Ss, which will be used by the correlation
function.

Now from 2.2.6, we know that the polarity of the ground mode wave on both poles
will be the same and the polarity is dependent on which pole has faulted. The polarity
of the ground mode wave will therefore be used to determine the faulted pole. This
implies that both modes will be used in the protection systems, with the pole mode
being used for fault location and the ground mode used for faulted pole identification.
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3.2.6. Limitations of Standard Cross-Correlation Function
Inaccuracies in the standard cross-correlation function, as described in 3.2.2, have
been reported in [36] and [37] when the fault resistance is high. The reason for this is
given in [37] and can be best explained with reference to Fig 3.8.

The objective of the cross-correlation function (CCF) is to detennine the time
difference between Al and A3. In order to accomplish this, the CCF between the
forward travelling wave AIFI and the subsequent backward travelling wave is
calculated to detect the arrival of the desired signal F3A3. As the reflection coefficient
at the fault point is negative, AIFI has the opposite polarity to F3A3, therefore, if AlFI is taken as the template, the arrival of F3A3 will generate a positive peak in

CCF.

KEY
L - Line reactor
F - DC Filters
R - Fault Resistance
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Fig 3.8. Bewley Lattice Diagram illustrating possible cause of inaccuracy in cross-correlation function.

Now in Fig 3.8, consider the transmitted wave F3B2 which will be reflected by
tenninal B and transmitted through the fault point. Therefore, F4A4 would arrive at
the relaying point with the same polarity as F3A3 and also generate a positive peak in
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the correlation function. However, the backward travelling wave detected at A4 also
contains another part due to the reflection of the forward wave A2F4, which will have
the opposite polarity. Therefore the polarity and amplitude of F4A4 will be
determined be the sum of the two signals.

So if the peak caused by F4A4 is greater than the peak caused by F3A3, inaccuracy
will result. The results obtained in [36] and [37] revealed that this inaccuracy resulted
in a fault location estimation equal to the length of the line.

Since the reflection of A2F4 is positive and the transmitted wave due to B2F4 is
negative, the magnitude of the peak caused by F4A4 in the correlation function will
increase as the amplitude of the transmitted wave due to B2F4 increases. Therefore,
we can deduce that, the larger the magnitude of the transmitted wave, the greater the
chance of inaccuracy. The transmitted wave is based on the refraction coefficient, as
defined in (2.2.2), which increases with fault resistance. Therefore, we can assume
that there is a finite resistance, beyond which, inaccuracies will occur in the standard
CCF.

This limitation is especially severe for earth faults on multi-conductor systems, as
there is refraction present even for solid earth faults due to the coupling between the
circuits. In order to explain this concept as applicable to a bipolar HVDC system, let
us analyze a solid pole to ground fault on pole 1 of a bipolar HVDC system.

So, for a solid pole to ground fault on pole 1 we will have the following conditions:

(42)
(43)

Now substituting the above conditions into modal equations (25) and (28)
respectively we obtain the following:

(44)
(45)
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Equations (44) and (45) are satisfied by a series connection of the zero and positive
sequence networks at the fault point as shown in Fig 3.9(a).

+

(b)

(a)

Fig 3.9. Connection of modal networks for pole to ground fault.

The circuit in Fig 3.9(a) can be modified in order to represent the transient
components only by removing the EMF from the positive sequence network and
applying it externally at the fault point [25] as shown in Fig 3.9(b). The most
important fact that we can gather from Fig 3.9, is the fact that each mode is terminated
in the surge impedance of the other mode. Now in general the surge impedance of the
ground mode is larger than that of the pole mode and it is for this reason that, even for
solid ground faults, there are significant refracted waves, which can cause
inaccuracies in the standard CCF.
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3.2.7. Auxiliary Cross-Correlation Function
In order to improve the perfonnance of the correlation function, the authors in [37]

have suggested the use of an auxiliary CCF to complement the existing standard CCF.

In order to explain the functioning of the auxiliary CCF, let us once again consider

Fig 3.8. Now let us assume the fault impedance is large enough that F4A4 causes a
maximum in the standard CCF instead of F3A3 (NB: there will still be a local
maximum at F3A3 but its magnitude will be smaller). This means, that the fault
location provided by (22) would be incorrect. However if we take the time of this
instant, to be t) and use F4A4 as a template to calculate a second mean value removed
CCF with respect to the forward waves, A2F4 will be identified at time, t2, by a
maximum in this CCF, which is known as the auxiliary CCF.

Fig 3.8 also shows that the time difference between A3 and Ai is the same as the time
difference between A 4 and A2. Therefore, the distance for this high impedance fault
will be given by [37]:

(46)

So now, we have two fault location estimates provided by (22) and (46). We know
that fault location provided by (22) will be correct for low impedance faults, while
(46) will provide a correct fault location for high impedance faults.

Obviously the protection system has no way of knowing whether a high impedance
fault is present or not, therefore a strategy needs to be developed that the protection
system will adopt in order to detennine which of the fault location estimates is
correct.
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3.2.8. Cross-Correlation Fault Location Strategy
In order to develop the required strategy, the following should be noted:

•

If the fault location given in (46) is correct, there will always be a local
maximum in the standard CCF around the same distance, which will not be the
case otherwise.

•

Inaccuracy in the standard CCF reports a distance equal to the line length [36],
[37]. The inaccuracy was verified by the extensive simulations conducted and
reported in chapter 5. The significance of this is that, the use of the auxiliary
CCF can be limited to instances, when the standard CCF reports a fault
location of say, greater than 80 or 90 percent of the line length, depending on
possible transducer errors as well as errors introduced due to the selected
sampling rate. This is an important feature because the use of two correlation
functions doubles the correlation time and we will obviously want to keep this
to a minimum.

•

The aim of the auxiliary CCF is to identify the refracted wave, which caused
the inaccuracy in the standard CCF. Therefore, if time h is greater than time t],
the auxiliary CCF should be ignored, since it will not be possible for the
maximum, in the standard CCF, to be caused by a refracted wave that occurred
after the maximum in the standard CCF.

Bearing the above in mind the process in the flowchart below has been proposed for
use in the protection system, in order to determine, which fault location estimate
should be considered to be correct. The flowchart has been developed with reference
to Fig 3.8 above.
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Protection Starter
starts Correlation
Process

Att= 0
-A IF3 taken as
template

Calculate Or using
equation (22)

Calculate Standard
CCF in order to
determine t I

Template backward
travelling wave that
arrived at t,

y

N

Calculate Auxiliary
CCF to determine
forward travelling
wave at t2

y

Calculate D f2 using
equation (46)

Use Or calculated by
equation (22) as the
distance to fault

N

Use Df2 calculated by
equation (46) as the
distance to fault

End Process

Fig 3.10. Flowchart of correlation process.
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3.2.9. Functioning of Complete Local Detection Protection System
The local detection protection system is activated when the product of L1U and L1I are
below the protection starter setting Ps. Once the starter is activated, it is latched until
the DC voltage returns to a certain percent of the pre-fault voltage for a specified
time.

Once the starter becomes active, the correlation process as shown in Fig 3.10 is
started in order to determine the distance to fault DJ. This calculated distance to fault
is then compared to a threshold setting D s and if DJ is less than D s a fault is detected
immediately. If DJ is greater than D s, a timer is started. If the starter is still active
when the timer expires, a fault will also be detected otherwise the protection will be
reset. The fault detection process is illustrated in Fig 3.11 below.

Start Correlation
Process (Fig 3.10) in
order to determine Or

N

Time
Delay

y

y

Fault Detected

N

End Process

Fig 3.11. Flowchart of fault location and detection process.
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Current

Start Fault location
and detection Process
(Fig3.11)

Y

N
N

Y

De-energize (+) Pole

Time
Delay

Y

De-energize (-) Pole

Time
Delay

Fig 3.12 Flowchart of Complete Local Protection System.
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Fig 3.12, above provides a flowchart of the entire local detection process. Note that at
the same time the correlation process is started, a process to detect the polarity of the
ground mode current is also started. The polarity of the ground mode is checked to
determine which pole needs to be tripped to clear the fault as shown in the figure
above.
When a fault is detected with no ground mode present, a bipole fault is assumed and
both poles are tripped in order to clear the fault. Notice that when an instruction to trip
a single pole is given a timer is started. If the protection starter is still active after the
timer has expired, indicating that the fault is still present, an instruction to trip both
poles will then be issued. This logic has been added to cater for the rare instance of an
unbalanced pole to pole to ground fault.

3.3. Method of Using Telecommunications for Optimization.
All HVDe systems will have some sort of communication infrastructure between the
converter stations for relaying control signals. Irrespective of the reliability of the
telecommunications, if it is available, it should be used to try and optimize the
response of the protection system, however, the correct operation of the protection
system must in no way be reliant on the communication system. The protection
system must be able to correctly detect faults in the absence of the communication
system.

One simple method of enhancing the protection system is to have the local detection
system described in the previous section installed at both line ends with fault
detection information relayed from one end to the other using the telecommunication
infrastructure. Assume that a fault develops on the transmission line and the distance
from the rectifier terminal to the fault is greater than 90% of the line length. Under
normal circumstances the above fault will only be cleared after a time delay by the
local detection system installed at the rectifier end. However, if the protection system
is installed at both ends, the rectifier end will register a fault located beyond 90% of
the line length and the inverter will register a fault located within 10% of the line
length from its terminals. Since both ends located the fault on the transmission line it
stands to reason that the fault is definitely on the line. So if the fault location
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infonnation from the inverter end is sent through to the rectifier VIa the
communication system, non delayed tripping could be initiated for this situation.

The above method requires that both ends need to detect the fault first using the
process described in 3.2.8, and then only the infonnation will be sent through to the
other side. Note that each side with require a time equal to twice the travel time of the
line upon arrival of the incident wave to register a distance to fault. Should the fault
be a high impedance fault, this time will be further increased due to the auxiliary

CCF.

The author therefore would like to propose another method of fault detection when the
telecommunication infrastructure is available. Let us consider Figs 3.1 to 3.3, with
synchronized clocks at both ends, the difference between r a and rb can be obtained by
noting the time of arrival of the incident waves and transferring this infonnation
between both ends were the difference can be calculated. The distance to the fault can
be calculated by using this infonnation together with the length of the line £ in the
equations below [31]:

(47)

D = i-vCra -rb )
B

(48)

2

Where

DA and DB are the distance to the fault from station A and B respectively.

We can now setup a distance measurement scheme for a HVDC system. Let us
assume station A is the rectifier. We can then define DAB as the distance to the fault
from A as seen by B (inverter station) and this can be simply calculated using (49)
below:

(49)
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Now if DAB and DA are within a specified tolerance

8,

as given in (50) and D A is less

than a distance setting specified Ds, as given in (51), the protection system will detect
a fault condition and issue an instruction to de-energize the faulted pole/so

(50)

(51)

The continuous switching operations by the converter valves will cause travelling
waves to be setup even during normal

HYDe

system operation. These travelling

waves are damped by the dc smoothing reactor and, therefore, have a much more
gentle gradient as opposed to fault generated travelling waves. In order to ensure that
only fault initiated incident waves are used by the protection system a starter will have
to be adopted. The same protection starter (LlUx&) as used by the local detection
system can be adopted. Therefore, the time at which (LlUx&) goes below the set
threshold at terminals A and B marks the time of arrival of the fault initiated incident
wave at terminals A and B respectively.

The advantage of this method is that the no complex signal processing is required.
The time of arrival is simply tagged on detection of the protection starter at each end.
This information is then send through to the rectifier were the simple calculations in
(47) to (49) are performed and if the conditions given in (50) and (51) are met, a fault
is detected. The faulted pole can again, be determined by the polarity of the ground
mode current.
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3.4. Proposed Complete DC Line Main Protection Scheme.
The purpose of this research is to develop a protection method for the protection of
ultra long HVDe transmission lines based on locally available quantities. A method
of accomplishing this has been proposed in 3.2. This method has been proposed as an
enhancement, for use with the existing voltage derivative protection, which has a
faster response to close in faults.

In section 3.3, the author went a step further in introducing a method of using the

telecommunication infrastructure, when available, to optimize the response of the
protection system. Fig 3.13, below shows the block diagram of the complete scheme
with the proposed improvements.

Current DC Line
Main Protection
System
(Voltage Derivative)

I-

----->
Protection
Operation

Local Detection
Protection System
(Section 3.2)

Local Detection Starter

Starter
Teleco ms
AvailahIe

D-

Tx

....

Fault
Location
Records

Rx

r-

Telecommunications
assisted Protection
System
(Section 3.3)

....
I-

-

Fig 3.13. Block Diagram of Complete DC Line Main Protection Scheme.
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Chapter 4: Research Design and Methodology
4. 1. Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to describe the methodology used in evaluating the
HVDC line main protection scheme proposed in chapter 3.

The evaluation of the protection system was accomplished with the aid of computer
simulations. The computer simulation software package PSCADIEMTDC was chosen
for this evaluation task. In order to accomplish this, a working EMTDC model of an
HVDC system had be to acquired, on which the protection system could be evaluated.

The HVDC transmission line, DC filters and all other quantities required by the
protection system were modelled using EMTDC. The above data was then exported
into Matlab, where the protection system was modelled in order to determine the
performance of the protection system. The results of these simulations were used in
the final evaluation of the proposed protection system.

4.2. PSCADIEMTDC
EMTDC

n
•

(Electromagnetic Transients including DC) is a time domain transient

simulation program which can duplicate the response of the power system at all
frequencies [40]. This feature is important when studying the response caused by
travelling waves which have a wide frequency spectrum.

PSCAD® (Power Systems CAD) is the user interface to the EMTDC solution engine.
It allows the user to schematically construct a circuit, run a simulation, analyze the

results, and manage the data in a integrated, graphical environment [41].
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4.3. HVDC System Model
The author made every effort possible to obtain an EMTDC model of an existing
HYDC system on which the protection system could be evaluated. However, this was
not possible at the time of this research. The author then opted to use a bipole model
of the famous Cigre Benchmark Model. The bipole model was formulated from the
original monopole Cigre Model by the Manitoba HYDC Research Centre in Canada
[42]. Fig 4.1 shows the schematic diagram of the electrical HYDC system model [42].
The schematic diagram of the rectifier and inverter controls models are given in Fig
4.2 and Fig 4.3 respectively [42]. All details and information regarding these models
are provided in [43]

The specifications for the HVDC system under study are given in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1. Specification of Bipole HVDC System under Study.

HVDC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Configuration

Bipole (12 pulse)

Pole Voltage

± 500kV

Pole Current

1000A

System Power

1000MW

Pole Power

500MW

Rectifier Short Circuit Ratio (SCR)

2.5

Inverter Short Circuit Ratio (SCR)

2.5

Rectifier AC Voltage

345kV

Rectifier - AC Frequency

50Hz

Inverter AC Voltage

230kV

Inverter - AC Frequency

50Hz

Reactive Power Compensation

Fixed Capacitors

AC Filters

Damped Filters

DC Filters

No DC Filters
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4.4. HVDC Transmission Line Model
The DC line protection system proposed in the previous chapter is based on the
travelling waves arriving at the relaying location. Therefore, in order to accurately
assess the suitability of this proposed protection system, the transmission line model
used must be able to accurately represent the physical transmission line under these
transient conditions. This is only possible with the use of a travelling wave line
model.

Fig 4.1 indicates that the dc transmission line in this system is modelled by a simple T
network. This is clearly shown in Fig 4.4 below, where DCRC and DCIC indicate the
connection pqint to converter at the rectifier and inverter ends respectively on pole 1.
0.5968
2.5
",O!""
0~8 CM
~--o/IN'------=
= - - - - - - -A~~
vn~--=4'

>K

opC

IID~IC

"I
Fig 4.4. Currently used line model in HYDe System.

This line model will not exhibit the same response during transient conditions as the
physical transmission line and, therefore, cannot be used to represent the HVDC
transmission line.

EMTDC has three travelling wave line models available for use. These three models
are the bergeron model, the frequency dependent (mode) model and the frequency
dependent (phase) model [40].

The bergeron model, is a single frequency model and will, therefore, only provide an
accurate response for the chosen frequency [40]. The fault initiated travelling waves
have a wide frequency spectrum. Therefore, since the frequency dependence of all
parameters need to be examined the bergeron model will not be suitable for the given
application.
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The frequency dependent (mode) model and the frequency dependent (phase) model
both incorporate the frequency dependence of all parameters [40]. For non transposed
transmission lines the frequency dependent (phase) model should be used in order to
produce accurate results [40]. However, for transmission lines that are transposed both
models produce exactly the same results [40]. So in a bipole HVDC transmission line
both the above line models will produce the same results.

The author has decided to use the frequency dependent (phase) model for the
modelling of the HVDC transmission line. Details of the theory on which the above
line models are based can be found in references [40-41].

4.4.1. Transmission Line Details
The protection system has been developed with the aim of protecting long HYDC
transmission lines, therefore, a line length of 3500km, around the same length as the
proposed Westcor HYDC line, has been chosen.

The Westcor HVDC system is expected to have a final voltage of 800kV [11]. It was
not possible at this stage to consider a 800kV HYDC system case study because this
technology is still under development [8] and, therefore, no suitably validated models
exist. The 800kV voltage will only be introduced in the second phase of the project
when each bipole system will be required to transmit more than 2GW [11]. The
second phase is due for completion in 2020 [11]. The first phase will make use of a
500kV HVDC system voltage. The feasibility of this option has already been
established and according to [11] the "500kV HVDC technology was the optimum
transmission technology" for the first phase.

So the 500kV HVDC system under study here will be directly applicable to the first
phase of the project. Since the HYDC system under consideration is a 500kV system,
the standard 500kV bipole HVDC line tower used by ABB has been adopted. The
transmission line conductors and configuration was then chosen to minimise power
losses and voltage drops across the dc line.
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The line configuration and tower dimensions are shown in Fig 4.5, where Cl and C2
represent the conductor on pole 1 and 2 respectively and Gl and G2 represent the two
ground conductors. The line data for the pole and ground conductors is provided in
Table 4.2.
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Fig 4.5. HYDC Transmission Line and Tower Configuration.

Table 4.2. HYDC Transmission Line Information

HYDC TRANSMISSION LINE INFORMATION
POLE

GROUND

Conductor Name

Joree

7/16 Steel

Conductor Radius

0.0239m

0.0057m

Conductor DC Resistance

0.02260/km

3.340/m

Conductor Sag

14.9m

9.8m

No of Conductors in a Bundle

8

N/A

Bundle Spacing

O.5m

N/A

Height Above Ground

28m

N/A

Height Pole Conductor

N/A

8m

Horizontal Distance between Conductors

16m

llm

Ground Resistivity Assumed

100O.m

Transmission Line Length

3500kms

Line Operating Frequency

DC System therefore OHz
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4.4.2. PSCAD/EMTDC Modelling of a Transmission Line
Any transmission line adopting one of the travelling wave models available in
EMTDC is represented in PSCAD with two components viz. a transmission line
configuration component and a transmission line interface component. An illustration
of this is shown in Fig 4.6.

[ TI'lIlSnlssiCll Une
Cat igsatiCll

I

V
L.-..TI'lIlSITI_'nl_~_:_u_ne_l==7

1:=Jr
1

2

T
lline

wC ~l-_li_I'lIlS_Ir;:ss_~_:_u_ne_
T1ine

T1ine

4

Fig 4.6. HYDC Transmission Line Modelling in PSCAD.

The transmission line configuration component represents the transmission line, this
is where the transmission line is physically modelled using the data in Table 4.2 and
one of the three line models described earlier. The transmission line interface provides
the point of connection between the transmission line and the external components.

The Frequency Dependent (Phase) Line Model utilizes curve fitting to approximate
the impedance and admittance at the various frequencies. Therefore, in order to model
the line in EMTDC using the frequency dependent (phase) model, the following
parameters, as given in Table 4.3, need to be defined in addition to the information
provided in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.3. Frequency Dependent Model Parameters.

Frequency Dependent (Phase) Model Options
Travel Time Interpolation: On
Curve Fitting Starting Frequency. 0.5 [Hz]
Curve Fitting End Frequency. 1e6 [Hz]
Maximum Order of Fitting forYSurge: 20
Maxim um Order of Fitting for Prop. Func.: 20
Maximum Fitting Error for YSurge: 0.2 [%]
Maximum Fitting Error for Prop. Func.: 0.2 [%]

A brief description of each of the above parameters and its significance is given below
[40-41].

•

Travel Time Interpolation - the calculated travel time of the line will not be
an exact integer multiple of the time step. Not interpolating the travel time
can introduce errors by artificially increasing or decreasing the effective line
length. Interpolating the travel time will give the correct effective length
and should be used especially if the line is short.

•

Curve Fitting Starting Frequency - This parameter sets the starting
frequency for curve fitting. The starting frequency affects the shunt
conductance of the line and must be chosen carefully [40]. It should be noted
that the choice of starting frequency will also affect the accuracy of the
curve fitting of the surge impedance. The accuracy is affected because "the
maximum error is specified as a percentage of the maximum, and the surge
impedance will get larger as the starting frequency is lowered" [40].

•

Curve Fitting End Frequency - Selects the end frequency for curve fitting.
This frequency may be beyond the highest frequency, which can be
represented with the chosen time step as the program will truncate the curve
fitting data to preserve efficiency.
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•

Maximum Order of Fitting Settings - This parameter sets the maximum
number of poles to be used for determining the surge admittance (YSurge)
and propagation function (Prop.Func). Normally the Transmission Line
Constants program will iterate and continuously increase the order of the
curve-fitted waveforms until the error is below the Maximum Fitting Error
(see below). This setting is only applicable in real-time applications where,
there may only be enough time to calculate a lower-order approximation.

•

Maximum Fitting Error for YSurge - This parameter sets the maximum
fitting error for the surge impedance.

•

Maximum Fitting Error for Prop.Func - This parameter sets the maximum
fitting error for the propagation function.

The accuracy of the line model will depend on the choice of the above parameters.
ABB has used field test measurements made on existing HYDC systems to determine
the best values for the above curve fitting parameters [12]. The curve fitting parameter
values as suggested in [12] for the standard 500kV configuration is given in Table 4.3.
The author has, therefore, opted to use the parameter values as suggested in [12].

EMTDC creates a log file which shows any warnings and errors produced by the line
constants program, and also indicates the final accuracy of the curve fitting process.
The user can inspect this file in order to ensure that the required level of accuracy has
been achieved. Upon inspection of this file for the various simulations performed, it
was found that the number of poles for curve fitting of the surge impedance and
propagation function never exceeded 9 and 15 respectively. Also the maximum curve
fitting error for both the surge impedance and propagation function as calculated by
the line constants program was always below the specified error of 0.2%, indicating
that the required curve fitting accuracy was achieved.
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4.4.3. Modelling the Proposed HVDC Transmission Line in PSCAD
This section describes how the proposed line in 4.4.1 was modelled in PSCAD. Firstly
note that we are required to place faults along the transmission line. In order to
achieve this, the transmission line was modelled as two sections. This allowed faults
to be simulated anywhere on the line by simply varying the line lengths of the two
sections.

Fig 4.7 shows the complete line model together with all the auxiliary components
required for simulating fault conditions. In Fig 4.7, the two transmission line sections
are connected to each other externally via the transmission line interface component.
This external connection provided the necessary points (SCBP1 and SCBP2) for the
various faults to be applied. The distance to this external connection is simply varied
by varying the line lengths of the two sections as explained earlier.

Pole to ground faults were simulated by the use of single phase fault components
FAULTPl and FAULTP2 in series with a variable dc fault resistance component Rfltx.

The DC fault resistance was controlled via the DC Fault Resistance control shown at
the bottom of Fig 4.7. FAULTPl and FAULTP2 are controlled by a Timed Fault
Logic control. The above control allowed the user to specify the time that the specific

fault should be applied as well as the duration of the fault. When FA ULTP1 is
activated, node SCBP1 is connected to ground via the fault resistance. This resulted in
a pole 1 (positive pole) to ground fault. Similarly when FAULTP2 is activated a pole
2 (negative pole) to ground fault resulted.
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Fig 4.7. Complete Line Model with Auxiliary Components Required for Fault Simulation.

The model used to simulate bipole faults is also shown in Fig 4.7. Note that in
PSCAD, two or more nodes can be connected to each other without any physical
connection by giving all the nodes to be connected together the same name.
Therefore, note that the bipole model is actually connected across the transmission
line interface component through nodes SCBP] and SCBP2.

A bipole fault is simulated by activating the single phase fault component
DCBIPOLE, which is also controlled by a Timed Fault Logic component. The fault

resistances between the poles are varied by the Bipole Fault Resistance P] and Bipole
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Fault Resistance P2 controls and the pole to ground fault resistance

IS

agam

controlled by the DC Fault Resistance control. This model also allows unbalanced
pole to pole to ground faults to be modelled by using different fault resistance values
for the two poles.

4.4.4. Incorporating the Line Model into HVDe System Model
In Fig 4.7 the nodes R_PI and R_P2 indicate the points to be connected to the rectifier

station on poles 1 and 2 respectively. Similarly nodes I_PI and I_P2 indicate the
points to be connected to inverter station on poles 1 and 2 respectively.

The line model described above can therefore be easily incorporated into the HYDC
system by first, simply removing the existing T network model of the line shown in
Fig 4.4 and then renaming the open points caused by the removal of this T network
models with the appropriate node name viz. R_PI, R_P2, I_PI or I_P2 to signify an
electrical connection. This is illustrated in Fig 4.8.

Pole I (positive Pole) connections to line model in Fig 4.7
DliRC
JK

,~

S!::

0.5968

~------'R~J)1

~

/

0.5968 CMl

LP~·l-----~'V"V"

Rectifier End connections
0.5968

DcRC!-_--=-P2--,,7K~c~Wf~2~
VDC~P2
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=so
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DCIC
•

~/

Inverter End connections

,

0.5968

~-----~.

R]2

~.-----~,.."....,...

/

LP2

£=

CMLp2 VDC~P2

Pole 2 (Negative Pole) connections to line model in Fig 4.7

Fig 4.8. Incorporating the Proposed Line Model into the HVDe System Model.

In Fig 4.8 the nodes DCRC and DCRCy2 are connected to the rectifier terminals on

poles 1 and 2 respectively. Nodes DCIC and DCICy2 are connected to the inverter
terminals on poles 1 and 2 respectively. Fig 4.8 indicates that the line model in Fig 4.7
is now physically connected to HYDC system model on poles 1 and 2 to the rectifier
and inverter station via the line reactors at either end, with nodes with the same names
been connected.
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The HYDC system operating states were then checked to ensure that the system is
operating within acceptable limits with the inclusion of the new line model
representing the 3500km transmission line.
Table 4.4. Comparison of Steady State Operating Conditions.

HVDC SYSTEM STEADY STATE OPERATING CONDITIONS
Initial System

Modified System

Average DC Voltage

1.03 pu

1.025 pu

Operating Alpha Angle

20.1 degrees

19.2 degrees

Operating Gamma Angle

29.8 degrees

29.8 degrees

DC Current/Pole

1000A

1000A

Power TransferlPole

500MW

500MW

Table 4.4 indicates that both the initial and modified systems operate with very
similar steady state conditions. The results in Table 4.4, therefore, confirm that the
modified system with the new line model is operating within acceptable voltage and
firing angle (alpha and gamma) limits.

4.5. DC Side Filters
DC side filter are used to filter out the harmonics caused be AC/DC conversion
process. These harmonics do not affect the HVDC system significantly in anyway,
however, when in the vicinity of telecommunication lines, the harmonic coupling with
the telecommunication causes interference in these telecommunication lines.

DC Filters are therefore normally designed to ensure that the interference caused by
the harmonic currents on the telecommunication line is minimal. In order to include
the effects of harmonic filtering on the protection system, the author implemented a
th

12 harmonic and a high pass filter in the HVDC System. Details of these filters are
given in Fig 4.9.
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C = 6uF and L = 0.1675H

High Pass Filter with R = 1000,
C = 3uF and L = 0.0084H

Fig 4.9. High Pass and 12th Harmonic DC Filters.

The DC Filter implementation for the positive pole is shown

III

Fig 4.10. The

implementation in the negative pole was exactly the same.
o
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Fig 4.10. Implementation of DC Filters on the Positive Pole.

Note that the DC Filters have been connected through circuit breakers BRK and
HPBRK representing the 12th harmonic filter breaker and high pass filter breaker

respectively. Circuit breakers have been used so that the filters can be switched in and
out at any time to evaluate the response of the protection system with and without DC
filters. The circuit breakers are controlled by the controls 12 H Filter Bkr and HP
Filter Bkr shown at the bottom of Fig 4.10.

A voltage measuring component VDCRL and a current measuring component CMRL
has also been added to measure the positive pole dc line voltage and current
respectively. The voltage measuring component VDCRLy2 and a current measuring
component CMRLy2 have also been included on the negative pole to measure the
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negative dc line voltage and current respectively. These measurements are required in
order to calculate the modal quantities, as defined in 2.2.6, that are required for
calculating the relaying signals.

4.6. Protection Modelling
The purpose of this section is to detail how the quantities required by the protection
system were calculated from the measured quantities using EMTDC.

4.6.1. Calculation of Modal Voltages and Currents
The modal quantities are calculated from the actual quantities using equations (29) to
(32). The implementation of these equations in PSCAD was accomplished by the use
of summing junctions and divider blocks as shown in Fig 4.11.

-~

Pole mode Voltage

CM'lL

J~

Ground MJde Voltage

CM'lL

Output Channel

Fig 4.11. Calculation of Modal Voltages and Currents.

The signals CMRL, CMRLy2, VDCRL and VDCRLy2 are the measured dc line
currents and voltages as defined in 4.4 above. The calculated modal quantities h 10 ,
Uj and Uo are then sent through an output channel to be plotted for analysis as shown

in Fig 4.11.
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4.6.2. Protection Starter Modelling
In order to model the protection starter as well as calculate the relay signals, the

change in the pole mode current &J and the change in pole mode voltage iJVJ need to
be first determined. In order to determine &J and iJVJ the pole mode voltage and
currents need to be shifted by at least I sampling interval. Fig 4.12 indicates how this
was accomplished using the delay function in PSCAD.

Delay FLIlCticn

~-_-_V'
o
U1

o

11

1

---'red Pole mode Voltage

esT

1-e-

S -T

SV1

-1

_ _ _ _f e d Pole mode Currenl
SI1

Fig 4.12. Time Shifting of Modal Voltages and Currents.

The delay function was set to one sample interval and, therefore, output signals SVl
and S11 represented the pole mode voltage and pole mode current, shifted by one time
step, respectively. Now &J was determined by subtracting S11 from 11 and similarly
iJVJ was determined by subtracting SVl from VI. Once &J and iJVJ were calculated,

they were then multiplied together to form the protection starter as shown in Fig 4.13.

The starter values were normalized based on the dc voltage level and dc current. Here
the normalizing value is fixed and represented by normalize in Fig 4.13. However, if
the HYDC system can be operated at different voltage and power levels, the
normalizing value should be obtained from the measured voltages and currents. Note
that the normalizing value is made negative. The above has been done in order to
invert the calculated starter values so that the setting comparator can be set using
positive values instead of negative values.
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Fig 4.13. Protection Starter Implementation.

Once the normalized starter value exceeds the setting comparator value the protection
is activated and the starter is latched in by a delay on drop off timer. This timer is set
equal to the duration of the fault, ensuring that the starter remains activated for the
complete duration of the fault.

The timer is only used for simulation purposes. In practice the starter will be latched
and reset only when the dc voltage returns to a certain percentage of the prefault
voltage for a predefined period of time, signifying that the fault has been cleared.

4.6.3. Calculation of Relaying Signals
The relaying signals were used by the cross-correlation function to determine the
distance to fault. In order to calculate the relaying signals the surge impedance of the
pole mode needed to be calculated. The line constants program in EMTDC was used
to calculate this surge impedance as well as the other line parameters for the proposed
line in 4.4.1.

The line constants program computed the values of the above parameters for a single
frequency. Since, as explained in 3.2.5, the pole mode surge impedance and
propagation velocity is almost constant, for frequencies above 20Hz, the AC system
frequency of 50Hz was used in the line constants program. Fig 4.14 shows the output
of the line constants program. The line constants program calculates both the pole and
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ground mode quantities. The ground mode quantities are reflected on the left hand
side while the pole mode quantities are reflected on the right hand side.
------ PSCAD/EMTDC Line Constants Output ----------------- Full Matrice Output: ----------STEADY STATE FREQUENCY (Hz)

:

Ground Mode quantities
Pole Mode quantities

50.00

THE PHASE IMPEDANCE MATRIX ( ZLL(I,J) .,OHMS ):
115.219093
,-210 .144576
~' 121.567106
121.567106
,-97.4709948
115.219093

,-97.4709948
,-210.144576

.'

,,

"

THE PHASE ADMITTANCE MATRIX ( YLL(I,J) , MHOS):
0.196929637E-02,-.166076726E-01
-.189054402E-03,0.156455265E-01
-.189054402E-03,0.156455265E-01
0.196929637E-02,-.166076726E-01
THE PHASE IMPEDANCE MATRIX ( Z(I,J)
0.842294160E-04,0.449159282E-03
0.807812544E-04,0.236754064E-03

, OHMS/M):
0.807812544E-04,0.236754064E-03
0.842294160E-04,0.449159282E-03

THE PHASE ADMITTANCE MATRIX ( Y(I,J) , MHOS/M):
0.100000000E-10,0.462463287E-08
0.00000000
,-.765191093E-09
0.00000000
,-.765191093E-09
0.100000000E-10,0.462463287E-08
THE PRODUCT OF Y*Z MATRIX
-.189519239E-11,O.332208623E-12
-.750400132E-12,0.311499586E-12

-.750400132E-12,0.311499586E-12
-.189519239E-11,O.332208623E-12

THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX OF YZ , EVECYZ(I,J) :
0.707106781
,0.00000000
0.707106781
0.707106781
,0.00000000
-.707106781
THE EIGENVALUE MATRIX OF YZ OR ZY , EVALYZ(I,J)
-.264559252E-11,0.643708209E-12
-.114479225E-11,0.207090364E-13

0.00000000
, 0.00000000

:

THE MODAL IMPEDANCE MATRIX ( ZM(I,J) , OHMS/M):
0.165010670E-03,O.685913346E-03
0.00000000
,0.00000000
0.00000000
,0.00000000
0.344816164E-05,O.212405218E-03
THE MODAL ADMITTANCE MATRIX ( YM(I,J) , MHOS/M):
0.100000000E-10,0.385944178E-08
0.00000000
,0.00000000
0.00000000
,0.00000000
0.100000000E-10,0.538982397E-08
THE PRODUCT OF YM.ZM MATRIX
-.264559252E-11,0.643708209E-12
0.00000000
,0.00000000
THE MODE SURGE IMPEDANCE MATRIX
424.633000
,-49.8009898

0.00000000
,0.00000000
-.114479225E-11,0.207090364E-13
MS~

.~~-

THE MODE TRAVELLIN~"'l'R1E (MILL-SEC.)
18. 2525865
1~1-.~~318
~~

... ......
THE MODE VELOCITY(M/~ '0~)
1917.3646.
~360~~
:
I

Ground Mode Velocity at 50Hz

OHl'~

1~:523679·

-

-

, TRTIME (I)

:

...

-~--~~_

",

~

,-1.42712316

,

Pole Mode Surge Impedance
-~-_~~_~~ __

Ground Mode Surge Impedance
,

Pole Mode Velocity

Fig 4.14. Output of Line Constants Program.
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The calculated pole velocity of 293.61km/ms was used to calculate the distance to
fault. The calculated pole surge impedance of 198.520 returned by the line constants
program was used in the calculation of the relaying signals.

Note that the relaying signals were calculated from instantaneous changes in the
voltage and current quantities. Fig 4.15 indicates how the per unit instantaneous
changes in the pole mode voltage DELTA_Ulyu and the current DELTA_Ilyu were
calculated.

SV1

811

DELTAJ1JlU

per unit

Fig 4.15. Calculation of DELTA_U lyu and DELTA_Ilyu.

Now using DELTA_Ulyu and DELTA_Ilyu calculated above, the instantaneous
value of the relaying signals SF and Ss can be calculated using (35) and (36)
respectively. The PSCAD implementation of these equations is shown in Fig 4.16
below.

Fig 4.16. Calculation of Relaying Signals SF and Ss.

Note that the surge impedance must also be in per unit as the signals, DELTA_Ulyu
and DELTA_Ilyu are per unit values, therefore, the surge impedance is divided by
2500 in Fig 4.16. This base value is calculated by simply dividing the square of the
dc voltage by the rated power. The relaying signals were then sent to output channels
so that they could be plotted and the data exported into Matlab.
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4.6.4. Protection System Algorithm
The previous sections up to now have illustrated how the various quantities required
by the protection system were determined using EMTDC. The protection system
itself, however, has been implemented in Matlab with the aid of M files.

Matlab is a powerful high-performance technical computing program that can be
used, among a multitude of other functions, to calculate or write M files to calculate a
host of mathematical functions. M files are similar to normal programs written with
languages like C++ or any other programming language. These M files can be written
in any text editor and contain sets of instructions that Matlab must execute.

The protection system algorithm has been coded by the author in an M file called
"protectionsystem.m". The code for the above M file can be found in Appendix A.
The protection system requires various input parameters. Some of these parameters
are the quantities determined during the EMTDC simulation.

The quantities required from the EMTDC simulation are the protection starter latch
signal, PS_latch as shown in Fig 4.13. and the relaying signals SF and SB. The
PS_latch signal is required to determine when and if the protection starter was

activated. The PS_latch signal will be logic 0 under normal circumstances and only
changes to logic 1 when the protection starter has been activated. The relaying signals
are required to calculate the standard and auxiliary cross-correlation functions.
Therefore, the above three signals have to be exported from EMTDC and imported
into Matlab. The above mentioned import and export process is the only manual
process involved. All other processes are automated and require no human
intervention.

The other input parameters required by the protection system are general setting
parameters that will vary based on the application. These parameters are listed below
and must be specified by the user for the given application.
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•

numlags - number of time lags for which the correlation process must be

calculated. This is the correlation process duration setting as given in 5.2.
(1400lags = 28ms).
•

v - propagation velocity in m/s. (293608598m/s). Determined by the line
constants program in Fig 4.14.

•

ds - distance protection setting in km for up to which instantaneous tripping is

allowed. (80% of 3500km = 2800km) - See Fig 3.11.
•

pre - number of prefault samples required. (25samples

=

0.5ms). See 5.2 for

details.
•

post - number of postfault samples required. (150 samples

=

3ms). See 5.2 for

details.

The value in brackets represent the parameter values that have been used for the case
under study in this work. The significance of the above parameters as well as why the
above values have been chosen are discussed in chapters 3 through to 5.

The M file "protectionsystem.m" calls other M files, all of which have been written
by the

author,

in

order to

perform

specific

tasks.

Once

the

M

file

"protectionsystem.m" has been run, it calls the M file "datainput.m". The purpose of
the M file "datainput.m" is to firstly determine whether the protection starter has been
activated or not. If the protection starter has not been activated the program will report
this fact and break the program as the protection system cannot be activated unless the
protection starter has been activated. If on the other hand the protection starter has
been activated, the M file "datainput.m" will determine the section of SF to be used as
the template based on the input parameters pre and post. The above mentioned M file
will then also use the input parameters pre, post and numlags to determine the
sections of SB and SF that will be used to calculate the standard and auxiliary crosscorrelation functions respectively.

Once the above process is complete the protection system calls another M file
"comcorr.m" in order to calculate and plot the cross-correlation functions. Once the
cross-correlation functions have been calculated, the M file "protectionsystem.m" is
then able to determine were the maximum peak occurs in the cross-correlation
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functions. Note the protection algorithm looks for the maximum peak value in the
correlation functions and not the global maximum. The above is done because the
global maximum in the standard cross-correlation function will always occur at zero
time lags.
In order to explain why the above occurs, note that the first section of SF following the
activation of the protection starter is inverted and taken as the template. Also note that
SF is due to the reflection of SB at the relaying point. Since the discontinuity is at the

relaying point, SF and SB change simultaneously and have opposite polarities.
Therefore, the template and SB at zero time lags will have a very similar shape and
only differ in magnitude due to the scaling caused by the reflection coefficient at the
discontinuity. The returning wave from the fault on the other hand will suffer
attenuation and distortion as it propagates along the line and will be further scaled by
the reflection coefficient at the fault. The reflection coefficient at the fault as already
discussed previously can be low even for solid ground faults. Therefore, the
correlation between the template and SB at zero time lags is greater than the
correlation between the template and the returning fault initiated travelling wave. It is
for the above mentioned reason that the global maximum occurs at zero time lags.

In order to ensure that the maximum peak in the correlation function is located and

not the global maximum, the protection algorithm checks the following before
declaring a maximum peak value:

1. Is the value immediately before the selected value less than the selected value.
2. Is the value immediately after the selected value less than the selected value.
3. Is the selected value greater than all previous peak values.

Only if all 3 of the above conditions are true will the system consider the selected
value to be the maximum peak value.

The M file "protectionsystem.m" then uses the results from the cross-correlation
functions to determine the fault location. Once the fault location or locations have
been determined, the M file "protectionsystem.m" will run through a list of various
conditions (see M file for these conditions) and report the following:
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1. Whether a fault was detected or not.
2. Fault location.
3. Whether the fault was cleared instantaneously or not.
4. Whether the fault was a high resistance fault.

All the M files written by the author in order to implement the protection system in
Matlab are included in Appendix A.

4.7. External Fault Modelling
External faults are faults that occur outside the transmission line either behind the
relaying point or beyond the transmission line. These faults can occur on the DC side
or AC side of the system.

The faults on the DC side of the system were modelled using the single phase fault
component in a similar manner as shown in Fig 4.7. AC side faults were modelled
using the three phase fault model shown in Fig 4.17 below. The points A, B and Care
connected to the respective phases at the location to be faulted.

The type of fault (e.g. B-C phase fault) and the fault resistances are inputted directly
into the fault model. The time of fault application and duration of the fault is
controlled by the Timed Fault Logic component.

Timed
Fault
Logic

Fig 4.17. AC System Fault Modelling.

The complete model of the modified HVDC system including all fault modelling and
well as the model of all the protection elements can be found in Appendix B.
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4.8. Simulation Procedure
The simulation procedure was as follows:

•

Internal or External faults were applied in EMTDC at some time t.

•

The signals PS_latch, SF and Ss were then exported from EMTDC and
imported into Matlab.

•

In Matlab, the M file "protectionsystem.m" was run usmg relevant input
parameters.

The main aim of the above simulations was to assess the accuracy of the protection
algorithm for the various scenarios. The final assessment was based on the simulation
results.
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Chapter 5: Simulation Results and Discussion
The objective of this chapter is to present and discuss the results obtained from the
simulations conducted in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed protection
system.

5.1. Startup and Steady State Operating Conditions
The startup and steady state operating condition of the modified Bipolar HVDC
system is presented in this section. Fig 5.1 shows the DC vohages and currents from
startup to steady state for both poles 1 and 2.
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Fig 5.1. Startup and Steady State Operating DC Voltage and Current.
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With reference to Fig 5.1, one can consider the system to be in steady state from O.5s
onwards. Averaging the DC voltage from O.5s onwards reveals an average steady
operating DC Pole voltage of± 512.5kV or ± 1.025pu. The steady state dc current is
1000A or O.5pu (assuming a 2kA base current) which gives a power transfer per pole
of500MW or O.5pu (assuming a 1000MW base power) as shown in Fig 5.2.
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Fig 5.2. Power Transfer per Pole in pu.
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Fig 5.3 shows the calculated modal line voltages and currents. As expected, there are
no ground mode quantities present as the system is balanced and, therefore, the pole
mode quantities are equal to the actual dc line quantities. When there is current flow
in the ground due to a fault, the polarity of the ground mode wave will be used to
determine the faulted pole while the pole mode quantities will be used to develop the
relaying signals that are used to determine the distance to fault.

Fig 5.4 shows the calculated relaying signals from the positive mode line quantities.
During startup the relaying signals have very small magnitudes that approach almost
zero as the steady state operating condition is approached. The relaying signals can
never be exactly zero because of the continuous switching operations of the
converters.
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Fig 5.4. Relaying Signal from Startup to Steady State.

Fig 5.5 shows the calculated normalized protection starter values from startup through
to steady state. It can be seen from Fig 5.5 that small negative values appear during
startup. The reason for these negative values has been explained in 3.2.4 and the
protection starter threshold must, therefore, be set so that the protection system is not
started for these negative values. The advantage of using the dc line voltage and
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current to normalize the starter values is that similar results as those shown in Fig 5.5
can be obtained for all the different possible operating conditions.
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Fig 5.5. Protection Starter Values from Startup to Steady State.

5.2. Protection Starter and Correlation Settings
In Fig 5.5, the minimum recorded value during startup was -0.0025E-3 pu. In order to

ensure that the protection system will not be activated for startup conditions a safety
margin must be allowed between the recorded minimum value and the starter
threshold setting. As a first pass a safety margin of 10 times the minimum recorded
value was used. Noting that the starter value is inverted when it is normalized a
threshold setting ofO.025E-3 pu was thus adopted.

In terms of the cross-correlation settings, both the duration of the CCF and the

template length must be determined. In order to determine the duration we need to
calculate the time required for the pole mode wave to travel the length of the line.
This time was calculated to be 11.92ms in Fig 4.14 by the line constants program.
Note that the travelling wave will only return to the relay after a time equal to twice
the fault distance. Thus for the case with the fault at the end of the line, the travelling
wave will only return after a 23.84ms (2*11.92ms).

The duration of the CCF must be set to this time plus some safety margin to allow for
possible errors. These errors include possible transducer errors as well as errors
introduced by the sampling process. Note the CCF duration directly influences the
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protection operating time and must, therefore, be chosen carefully to provide the
required safety margin without unduly increasing the operating time. A duration
setting of 28ms which allows for a 17.5% error in the correlation function has been
adopted.

As the length of the template SF is increased, the correlation function's ability to
distinguish between reflections from the fault and reflection from a remote
discontinuity reduces. On the other hand reducing the size of the template increases
the risk of maloperation due to non fault transients and noise [32]. It is mentioned in
[32] that a good first estimate for the template size would be the time required for the
travelling wave to travel 1/4 the distance of the line. The author has therefore decided
to adopt a template length of 3.5ms. This template will contain 0.5ms of data prior to
the fault to ensure that the entire wave is captured. Therefore, the template contains
0.5ms ofprefault data and 3ms of postfault data.

5.3. Sampling Interval
The relaying signals are continuously sampled. This information will be used by the
CCF in determining the distance to fault when the protection starter threshold is
exceeded. The higher this sampling rate the more accurate the calculated distance to
fault.

On the other hand the hardware requirements increase with increasing sampling rates.
The higher the sampling rate, the greater the number of samples and hence the greater
the number of calculations that must be performed. This means that the processing
time is also increased. The author has decided to adopt a sampling frequency of 50
kHz for this work. The sampling frequency of 50kHz was chosen because it was the
largest sampling rate that could be utilized based on the processing power and storage
capacity of the computer on which the simulations were run.
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5.4. Fault Simulations
5.4.1. Pole to Ground Faults
Consider a positive pole to ground fault (PP-G) at time t equal to 0.85s, located
350kms (10% of line length) from the relaying point. Fig 5.6 shows the modal
voltages and currents.

Notice that both the pole and the ground mode current have the same polarity with the
initial changes being positive. Therefore, the fault is clearly located on the positive
pole. Fig 5.7 indicates that the value of the calculated starter (0.0359) exceeds the
starter threshold setting. The starter will, therefore, be latched as shown in Fig 5.8, for
the duration of the fault and the CCF will be initiated in order to determine the
distance to fault.

Fig 5.8 also shows the initial values of the relaying signals. The relaying signal data
and the starter latch signal data was then exported from EMTDC and imported into
Matlab. The M file, "protectionsystem.m", written by the author was then run to
determine the protection system's response to the above fault. The output of the
standard CCF (SCCF) is shown in Fig 5.9.

Note that in Fig 5.9. the global maximum occurs at zero time lags. The reason for the
above has been explained in 4.6.4. Also as explained in 4.6.4. the protection system
looks for the maximum peak value in the correlation function and not the global
maximum. Therefore, when we talk of a "maximum" in the CCF we are referring to
the maximum peak value and not the global maximum.
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From Fig 5.9, it can be seen that the maximum occurs after 118 time lags where 1
time lag is equal to 20IlS. The time travel can, therefore, be calculated from the
sample frequency using the following equation:

t = Number of Time Lags
Sampling Frequency

=

118 3 = 2.36ms
50 x 10

The distance to fault can then be calculated from (22) as follows:

3

= vt = 293608598 x 2.36 x 10- = 346.46km

D
[I

2

2

The percentage error is given by:

%
Error

= 346.46
- 350 x 100% =
350

-1.01 %

Clearly the fault has been detected with a high level of accuracy. There is no need for
the auxiliary CCF in this case as the fault is located within the first 80% of the line.
Note that the M file, "protectionsystem.m" automatically performs all the necessary
processing and calculations to detect and locate the fault. All the manual calculations
shown are just for illustrative purposes.

Note the outputs of the standard CCF have very small magnitudes. The small
magnitudes are due to the reflection coefficient at the fault being small because of the
high refraction coefficient caused by mutual coupling between the poles. The above
should, however, not be a problem as the CCF calculation and detection will be
accomplished using software algorithms and not hardware. If detection should
become a problem, the output of the CCF can be normalized by using the
autocorrelation of the template as the normalizing factor. The standard CCF with the
output normalized is shown in Fig 5.10.

The author realizes that the above discussion assumes that the signals to be correlated
contain no noise. However, in practice both the template and the relaying signal to be
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correlated will contain some noise. This noise will be superimposed on the signals to
be correlated and will, therefore, influence the similarities between the two signals. As
indicated above the CCF can be normalized by using the autocorrelation of the
template. "In a lossless system with complete reflection from the fault the CCF peak
will have this value" [32]. The value of this normalized peak will be 1 and the peak
value will occur twice in the CCF of a lossless system with complete reflection at
both the fault point and the relaying location. The peak value will first appear at time
t = 0 when the template is being compared with itself and will again occur when the

returning wave from the fault is identified.

However, in our study case there is a low reflection coefficient at the fault point even
for solid faults. The low reflection coefficient results in the returning wave from the
fault producing smaller peaks in the CCF as shown in Fig 5.10. The CCF itself is an
effective noise filter [32], [38]. However, as the fault resistance increases, the values
of ~U and M at the relaying point become smaller. The increased fault resistance also
causes the reflection coefficient at the fault to be further reduced resulting in even
smaller peaks in the CCF.

Note that a very noisy signal will also produce very small peaks in the CCF because
white noise is uncorrelated [32]. Therefore, "in the event of the CCF output being low
then either the travelling wave levels are low or the noise levels are high" [32]. So the
problem lies in determining whether the peaks in the CCF were caused by low
magnitude travelling waves or by high noise levels. One solution to the problem is to
filter out the noise from the physical voltage and current signals before the relaying
signals are calculated. In this way both the signals to be correlated will be noise
filtered and the CCF will, therefore, be unaffected by noise. So in the above situation
the low peaks in the CCF can only be caused by low magnitude travelling waves.

The authors in [39] have shown that it is possible to design such a filter that will
effectively filter out the noise without degrading the travelling wave information in
the physical voltage and current signals. Other methods of recovering signals with
small signal to noise ratios are discussed in [38]. One method of signal recovery
discussed in [38] first involves a special autocorrelation of the individual signals (i.e.
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the template and relaying signal to be correlated) in order to filter out noise before the
CCF is calculated.

The above discussion indicates that it is possible to filter out the noise before
calculating the CCF, thereby providing the CCF with immunity from noise. Since the
purpose of this research is mainly on the development of a protection method rather
that the implementation, the author has assumed that for this work the signals to be
correlated can be effectively filtered to remove noise before the CCF is performed.
Under the above assumption, the CCF will be shielded from the effects of noise. The
exact method of filtering out this noise will be considered as part of further work.

Noting the above assumption that the signals to be correlated have been effectively
filtered to remove noise, let us now consider a negative pole to ground (NP-G) fault
located 350kms away from the relaying point (10% ofthe line length).

Fig 5.11 shows the modal voltages and currents for the NP-G fault. Clearly both the
pole and ground mode current waves have the opposite polarity with the initial ground
mode polarity being negative. Clearly the fault is located on the negative pole.
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Fig 5.10. Normalized SCCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms.
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Fig 5.12 and Fig 5.13 show the plots of the calculated starter and relaying signal
values. As expected these graphs are similar to Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8 as the modal
components have been used to calculate these quantities.
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Fig 5.14. SCCF output for a NP-G Fault located at 350kms.
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Fig 5.14 above illustrates the standard CCF output for the NP-G fault and indicates
the NP-G fault distance is calculated with the same level accuracy as the PP-G fault
distance.
Let us once again consider a PP-G fault located at 10% of the line length (350km) but
this time with a finite fault resistance. In this research study fault resistances of 500 ,
1000 ,2000 and 4000 which are approximately equal to 25%, 50%, 100% and 200%
of the surge impedance have been used.

Note the fault resistance for a pole to ground fault includes both the arc resistance and
the ground contact resistance [44]. The ground contact resistance (GCR) is the
resistance seen by the fault at the ground entry point and this resistance varies based
on the soil resistivity [44]. The GCR can, therefore, be very high for rocky and dry
conditions [44-46]. Utilities will try to reduce the GCR to acceptable values, which
for a 500kV line will be 500 or less [44]. However, the reduction of the GCR to
acceptable values is not always possible. In these cases the utilities normally increase
the line insulation levels to limit the possibility of flashovers in the areas with high
GCR [46]. Therefore, it stands to reason that faults occurring in areas with high GCR
will have a significant fault resistance component. In Eskom, the South African
Utility, during the period October 2000 to October 2004 the highest fault resistance
recorded on their Transmission Network was 2440 which occurred on a 275kV line
on the 30th April 2004 [47]. Note that on a point to point dc transmission line no load
is connected on the dc line. Therefore, any connection between the dc line and ground
irrespective of the impedance will constitute a line fault. The author's choice of
maximum resistance was, therefore, chosen to illustrate the protection coverage
provided by the proposed protection system. The author does not mean to imply that
of fault resistance of 4000 will occur in practise.

Note that for the PP-G fault with the fault resistances given above the protection
starter values exceeded the setting threshold for all resistances values indicating a
fault and starting the correlation process. Also the polarity of the ground mode current
for all fault resistance values was positive indicating the fault was on the positive
pole.
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Fig 5.15 shows the results obtained when a

son

fault resistance was assumed. The

standard CCF clearly shows a maximum at 346.46km, therefore the fault is accurately
located. As would be expected, the magnitude of the CCF is smaller than that of the
solid ground fault.
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Fig 5.15. SCCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms with a 50n Fault Resistance.

Fig 5.16 shows the results obtained when a lOOn fault resistance is assumed. The
standard CCF again shows a maximum at 346.46km and therefore the fault is
accurately located. Notice that the magnitude of the output at 1184 lags is increasing
due to the increase in refraction coefficient caused by the increase in fault resistance.
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Fig 5.16. SCCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms with a lOOn Fault Resistance.
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Fig 5.17 shows the results obtained when a 2000 fault resistance is assumed. This
time the standard CCF records a maximum at 1184 lags or 3476.33km which is
almost equal to the line length (LL). Also note that there is a local maximum at 118
lags or 346.46km were the fault is actually located.

Now since the fault location exceeds 80 percent of the line length, the auxiliary CCF
(ACCF) is initiated. The output of the auxiliary CCF is shown in Fig 5.18 with a
maximum output at 1066 lags or 3129.87km.
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Fig 5.17. SCCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms with a 2000 Fault Resistance.
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Fig 5.18. ACCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms with a 2000 Fault Resistance.
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The protection system will now calculate a second fault location estimate using (46)
as follows:

293608598 x
D /2 = v(/ J

-

(1184 -1066)
50 x 10

12 ) =

2

3

= 346.46km

2

So now we have two fault location estimates with the fault location provided by (22)
being 3376.33km and the fault location provided by (46) being 346.46km. However,
since there is a local maximum at 346.46km in the standard CCF, the fault location of
346.46km provided by (46) is taken as the final fault location. As already indicated
the M file "protectionsystem.m" automatically makes all the above decisions and
outputs the relevant information as indicated in 4.6.4.

Note the use of the auxiliary function has doubled the correlation duration from 28ms
to 56ms. This effectively means that the protection operating time as also doubled as
majority ofthe operating time is due to the correlation process.

Fig 5.19 shows the results obtained when a 4000 fault resistance is assumed. Again
the standard CCF records a maximum at 1184 lags or 3476.33km which is almost the
line length and again there is a local maximum at 118 lags or 346.46km were the fault
is actually located.
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Fig 5.19. SCCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms with a 4000 Fault Resistance.
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Since the fault location exceeds 80 percent of the line length, the auxiliary CCF is
initiated. The output of the auxiliary CCF is shown in Fig 5.20 and again like Fig 5.18
has a maximum output at 1066 lags or 3129.87km.
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Fig 5.20. ACCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 350kms with a 4000 Fault Resistance.

Therefore Df2 calculated using (46) will again be equal to 346.46km and since there is
a local maximum at 346.46km in the standard CCF, the result of (46), 346.46kms,
will be taken as the final fault location.

Negative pole to ground faults at 10% of the line length with the various resistances
were also simulated, the results of which are given in Table 5.1. The results obtained
are identical to those of the positive pole to ground faults except for the polarity of the
ground mode wave which was negative in these cases indicating that the fault was
located on the negative pole.

Further simulations were conducted with pole to ground faults located at 20%, 40%,
60%, 80%, 90% and 100% of the line length. The results obtained for these
simulations are given in Tables 5.2 - 5.7. Note that the protection starter threshold
was exceeded in every case, thereby releasing the protection and indicating the
possible presence of a fault on the dc transmission line.
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Table 5.1. Fault Location Results for a NP-G Fault located at 350kms.

NEGATNE POLE TO GROUND FAULT AT 350KM (10% OF LL)
Fault location

Fault location

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

500

346.46km

N/A

346.46km

-1.01%

1000

346.46km

N/A

346.46km

-1.01%

2000

3476.33km

346.46km

346.46km

-1.01%

4000

3476.33km

346.46km

346.46km

-1.01%

Table 5.2. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Ground Fault located at 700kms.

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 700KM (20% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

00

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

00

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Positive

500

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

500

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Positive

1000

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

1000

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Positive

2000

3476.33km

692.92km

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

2000

3476.33km

692.92km

692.92km

-1.01 %

Positive

4000

3476.33km

692.92km

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

4000

3476.33km

692.92km

692.92km

-1.01%
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Table 5.3. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Ground Fault located at 1400kms.

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 1400KM (40% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

00

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

00

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Positive

500

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

500

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Positive

1000

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

1000

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Positive

2000

3476.33km

1388.77km

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

2000

3476.33km

1388.77km

1388.77km

-0.80%

Positive

4000

3476.33km

1388.77km

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

4000

3476.33km

1388.77km

1388.77km

-0.80%

Table 5.4. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Ground Fault located at 2100kms.

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 2100KM (60% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

00

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

00

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Positive

500

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

500

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Positive

1000

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

1000

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Positive

2000

3476.33km

2084.62km

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

2000

3476.33km

2084.62km

2084.62km

-0.73%

Positive

4000

3476.33km

2084.62km

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

4000

3476.33km

2084.62km

2084.62km

-0.73%
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Table 5.5. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Ground Fault located at 2800kms.

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 2800KM (80% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

00

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

00

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Positive

500

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

500

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Positive

1000

3476.33km

2780.47km

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

1000

3476.33km

2780.47km

2780.47km

-0.69%

Positive

2000

3476.33km

2780.47km

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

2000

3476.33km

2780.47km

2780.47km

-0.69%

Positive

4000

3476.33km

2780.47km

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

4000

3476.33km

2780.47km

2780.47km

-0.69%

Table 5.6. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Ground Fault located at 3150kms.

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 3150KM (90% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

00

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

00

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Positive

500

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

500

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Positive

1000

347633km

3129.87km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

1000

3476.33km

3129.87km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Positive

2000

347633km

3129.87km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

2000

3476.33km

3129.87km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Positive

4000

347633km

3129.87km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

4000

3476.33km

3129.87km

3129.87km

-0.64%
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Table 5.7. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Ground Fault located at 3500kms.

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 3500KM (100% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Resistance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

on

3476.33km

-79.27km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Negative

on

347633km

-79.27km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Positive

50n

3476.33km

-129.19km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Negative

50n

3476.33km

-129.19km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Positive

lOOn

3476.33km

-129.19km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Negative

lOOn

3476.33km

-129.19km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Positive

200n

3476.33km

-132.12km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Negative

200n

3476.33km

-132.12km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Positive

400n

347633km

-132.12km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Negative

400n

347633km

-132.12km

3476.33km

-0.67%

Notice that in Table 5.6 and 5.7 the auxiliary function is calculated even for zero
resistance faults. This occurs because the fault location estimates, although correct,
given by the standard CCF exceed 80% of the line length and therefore need to be
verified.

In Table 5.6, the zero and 500 resistance faults cause a maximum in the auxiliary

CCF at 2780.47km but since no local maximum occurs near this value in the standard
CCF, the standard CCF estimate of3129.87kms is taken as the final fault location.

In Table 5.7 all the auxiliary CCF fault location estimates are negative. These

negative values occur because the refracted wave is occurring after the reflected wave
and, therefore, as explained in 3.2.7 these negative values can be ignored. The final
fault location is then 3476.33kms as given by the standard CCF.
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Clearly, all the faults simulated so far have posed no problem and have been correctly
located with a high degree of accuracy. The CCF outputs of these can be found in
Appendix C.

Let us now consider a solid positive pole to ground fault located exactly in the centre
of the line (1750km). The output of the standard CCF is shown in Fig 5.21, which
indicates a maximum at 3476.33km according to (22). This is greater than 80% of the
line length, therefore, the auxiliary CCF will be initiated. The output of the auxiliary
CCF is shown in Fig 5.22.
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Fig 5.21. SCCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 1750kms.
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Fig 5.22. ACCF output for a PP-G Fault located at 1750kms.
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Now using (46) the second fault location estimate will be calculated as follows:

293608598 x
D

Jz

= v(tt

-iz)

=

2

(1184 - 5~2)
50xlO

=1738.16km

2

In the standard CCF there is no local maximum around 1738.16km. In fact there is a

minimum peak at this exact point. The protection system will, therefore, assume the
fault location provided by (22) to be correct and return a fault location of 3476.33km.
This fault location is obviously incorrect because we already know that the fault is
located at the centre of the line (1750km).

Now apart from the fault location being incorrect, the protection operating time has
doubled due to the use of the auxiliary CCF and added to this, the fault clearing
process will also be delayed because the fault has been located in the last 20% of the
line.

The reason for this inaccuracy is due to the refracted and reflected wave reaching the
relaying point at the same time. As explained in 3.2.6, when a pole to ground fault
occurs on a bipolar system, the pole mode surge impedance is terminated through the
ground mode surge impedance at the fault point. Since the ground mode surge
impedance is larger that the pole mode surge impedance the refraction coefficient is
larger than the reflection coefficient.

The above implies that if both the reflected and refracted waves arrive at the relaying
point at the same time the resultant wave would be negative. This explains the
minimum at the fault location in the standard CCF. The fact that the refracted wave
arrives at the same time as the reflected wave is further verified by the auxiliary CCF,
as it indicates that the refracted wave arrived at 592 lags which is the same time as the
minimum peak in the standard CCF.

The above problem exists irrespective of the faulted pole or fault resistance. In fact
the peaks in the CCF become more defined as the fault resistance is increased. This
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can be seen in Fig 5.23 and 5.24 were a NP-G fault was applied at the centre of the
line with a 4000 fault resistance.
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Fig 5.23. SCCF output for a NP-G Fault with 4000 Fault Resistance located at 1750kms.
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Fig 5.24. ACCF output for a NP-G Fault with 4000 Fault Resistance located at 1750kms.

One way of solving this problem would be to add, to the protection algorithm an
instruction, to assume the fault to be at the centre of the line, if the minimum peak
value in the standard CCF occurs around the centre of the line. The advantage of this
method is that both solid and non-zero resistance faults will be detected without the
use ofthe auxiliary CCF.
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The only time the minimum peak should appear at the centre of the line is when the
fault is at the centre of the line and the refracted wave is greater than the reflected
wave. The above, however, cannot be guaranteed as noise and transducer errors could
cause the minimum peak to occur around the centre of the line and in this case, maloperation may occur.
Therefore, the use of the above method is not recommended. The author would,
however, suggest that once the second fault location estimate is calculated using (46)
and there is no local maximum in the standard CCF, before assuming the fault
location calculated by (22) to be correct, the calculated value in (46) should be
compared with the maximum in the auxiliary CCF. If the distance represented by the
maximum in the ACCF corresponds to the distance calculated in (46), within a
specified error range, the fault location calculated by (46) should be used. The only
time the above two values will correspond is when the reflected and refracted waves
reach the relaying point at the same time i.e. the fault is located at the centre of the
line. So adding this to the flowchart given in Fig 3.10 will allow a fault at the centre
of the line to be correctly detected. The modified correlation process which includes
the additional check is shown in Fig 5.25. The additional check has already been
incorporated in the M file "protectionsystem.m" to ensure that midpoint faults are
correctly detected.
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Fig 5.25. Correlation Process with Additional Check added to detect midpoint faults.
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As indicated previously the problem associated with detecting midpoint faults using
the existing process in Fig 3.10. is due both the refracted and reflected waves arriving
at the same time. The range for which the CCF will experience the above problem is
dependent on the sampling rate. The possible error in the CCF due to a sampling rate
of 50 kHz is around ± 6km. Faults were then applied at 1740kms (49.7% ofLL) and
1760kms (50.3% of LL) to illustrate this point. The results are shown in Fig 5.26 and
Fig 5.27 which indicate that there is no problem locating these faults.
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Fig 5.26. SCCF output for a P-G Fault Located at 1740kms.
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Fig 5.27. SCCF output for a P-G Fault Located at 1760kms.
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5.4.2. Bipole Faults
Let us now analyse the protection system's response to bipole (P-P) faults. Let us first
consider a bipole fault occurring in the middle of the line at time t equal to 0.85s. The
modal quantities are shown in Fig 5.28 and as expected there are no ground mode
quantities present as there will be no current flow through the ground conductors.

Note that in the case of P-G faults located at the centre of the line the SCCF reported
an incorrect distance to fault. However, Fig 5.29 which shows the SCCF output for
the above bipole fault clearly indicates that this bipole fault has been correctly located
at the centre of the line. The above condition is to be expected as in this case there are
no ground mode quantities present to cause the refraction coefficient to exceed the
reflection coefficient. However as the fault resistance between the poles increases, so
will the refraction coefficient leading to similar problems as experienced by P-G
faults when the fault resistance is high.

The above condition is illustrated in Fig 5.30 where the same bipole fault as above is
applied except this time there is a 4000 fault resistance between the poles. The author
realizes the possibility of a 4000 fault resistance occurring between the poles is very
low. Again the high fault resistance has been used to illustrate the protective coverage
of the protection system. There is a minimum peak: at 592 lags were the fault should
be located. The simulation results obtained using the M file "protectionsystem.m" has
indicated that the solution applied to the protection algorithm for midpoint P-G faults
also works in the case ofbipole faults.
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Fig 5.28. Modal Quantities for a Bipole Fault at 0.85s located at 1750kms
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Fig 5.30. SCCF Output for a P-P Fault with 4000 Bipole Fault Resistance at l750kms

Note that a balanced pole to pole to ground (p-P-G) fault at the centre of the line will
also provide the exact same results has given in Fig 5.28 and Fig 5.29. The results will
be the same because just as in the case of a P-P fault, a balanced P-P-G fault will also
cause no current to flow in the ground conductors. Therefore the value of the ground
fault resistance has no effect in a balanced system since there is no ground current.

Let us now consider unbalanced faults at the centre of the line. An unbalanced P-P-G
fault may develop from a P-G fault that has caused the surrounding air to ionize,
leading to a breakdown of the air around the poles resulting in the P-G fault becoming
a P-P-G fault. A schematic illustration of a P-P-G fault is shown in Fig 5.31.

The bipole fault resistance between Pole 1 and 2 is what causes the unbalance and
allows current to flow through the ground. When the bipole resistances,
BP_Resistance_PI and BP_Resistance_P2 in Fig 4.7. are different, a residual voltage

to ground will develop at the connection point between the two pole resistances. In
Fig 4.7, at the pole resistance connection point there is also a connection to ground
through a resistance component Rfltx. So if Rfltx is made a finite value, ground current
will flow because of the residual voltage setup by the different fault resistances
between the poles. The above discussion explains the method used for simulating
unbalanced P-P-G faults.
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Therefore, for unbalanced P-P-G faults, ground quantities will be present. The ground
mode current polarity would indicate a fault on the pole with the least resistance to
ground and in Fig 5.31 this would be Pole 2. The method of insuring that both poles
are tripped for this fault has been explained in 3.2.8.

Let us now consider a P-P-G fault with a fault resistance of 400n between the poles
and a

on fault resistance between the negative pole and ground. Fig 5.32 shows the

calculated modal quantities for this fault.

..----

Ground Fault Resistance

'\

Ground Potential

Fig 5.31. Schematic ofP-P-G Fault Illustrating the Fault Resistances Present.
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Fig 5.32. Modal Quantities for unbalanced fault at 1750kms.
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Fig 5.32 indicates that, as expected, the initial polarity of the ground mode current
wave is negative for this case. Fig 5.33 shows the standard CCF output for the above
case. Notice that in this case the fault at the centre of the line is clearly located as
opposed to the case in Fig 5.30. This is due to the addition of the solid ground
connection on the negative pole which provides an alternate path for the current to
flow through the ground. This effectively reduces the termination impedance seen by
the travelling wave approaching the fault, resulting in a better reflection coefficient
and a resultant positive wave at the relaying point.
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Fig 5.33. SCCF Output for unbalanced P-P-G Fault with 4000 between poles at 1750kms

The same fault was again applied in the middle of the line, but this time with both a
400n fault resistance between the poles and a 400n ground fault resistance. The
SCCF output of this is shown in Fig 5.34. Notice that in this case, the refracted wave
has once again caused a minimum in the standard CCF at the fault point. The method
of getting around this problem to allow the fault to be correctly detected has already
been discussed.

The results of the bipole fault located at the centre of the transmission line has been
discussed in detail here because this seems to be the only location on the transmission
line, out of those considered, were the CCF encounters some problems. For bipole
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faults at all other locations simulated, the faults have been located with a relatively
high accuracy with all the bipole faults being correctly located by the standard CCF.
Tables 5.8 and 5.9 indicate the results obtained for bipole faults at 25% and 95% of
the line length respectively. Clearly from the results the standard CCF has been able
to correctly locate the fault even with fault resistances as high as 400Q.
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Fig 5.34. SCCF Output for unbalanced P-P-G Fault with 4000 in both fault paths at l750krns

Table 5.8. Fault Location Results for a Bipole Faults located at 875kms.

BIPOLE FAULTS AT 875K.M (25% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Resistance

Bipole

Ground

Fault

SCCF

ACCF

Type

Equation

Equation

(22)

(46)

% Error
Final

00

Infinite

Ba}

869.1km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%

00

00

Ba}

869.1km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%

00

4000

Ba}

869.1km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%

4000

Infinite

Ba}

869.1 km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%

4000

00

Ba}

869.1km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%

4000

4000

Ba}

869.1km

N/A

869.1 km

0.67%

4000

00

Unba}

869.1 km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%

4000

4000

Unba}

869.1km

N/A

869.1km

0.67%
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Table 5.9. Fault Location Results for a Bipole Faults located at 3325kms.

BIPOLE FAULTS AT 3325KM (95% OF LL)
Fault Location

Fault Resistance

Bipole

Ground

Fault

SCCF

ACCF

Type

Equation

Equation

(22)

(46)

% Error
Final

00

Infinite

Bal

3303.10km

170.3km

3303.l0km

0.66%

00

00

Bal

3303.l0km

170.3km

3303.10km

0.66%

00

4000

Bal

3303.l0km

170.3km

3303.lOkm

0.66%

4000

Infinite

Bal

3303.l0km

170.3km

3303.l0km

0.66%

4000

00

Bal

3303.10km

170.3km

3303.l0km

0.66%

4000

4000

Bal

3303.l0km

170.3km

3303.l0km

0.66%

4000

00

Unbal

3303.l0km

170.3km

3303.l0km

0.66%

4000

4000

Unbal

3303.l0km

170.3km

3303.10km

0.66%

5.4.3. Startup Faults

5.4.3.1. Faults existing prior to Startup\Restart
On detection of a fault, a fault clearance process is initiated to de-energize the faulted
pole. Nonnally at least one attempt is made to re-energize the pole after a short pole
deionization time. So in the case of a pennanent fault if an attempt to re-energize the
pole is made, the pole will be energized onto an existing fault.

In order to detennine whether a restart is successful or not the dc line voltage is
monitored. In the case of an existing fault, the fault clearance control system will
detect a collapse in the dc line voltage and would then immediately initiate the fault
clearance process. So clearly the protection system is not really required to be able to
detect a fault that exists prior to the restart or startup process.

The author still, however, conducted simulations to check the protection system's
ability to detect faults existing prior to restart. In order to simulate the above
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condition, permanent faults were placed at various locations prior to startup. The
HVDC system was then started up from a de-energized state with the permanent faults
applied. The fault location results obtained are tabled in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10. Fault Location Results for a Fault Existing Prior to Startup

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS EXISTING PRIOR TO STARTUP
Fault Location

Fault Location

Faulted

Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Pole

Distance

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Positive

700km

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

700km

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Positive

1400km

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

1400km

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Positive

2100km

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

2100km

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Positive

2800km

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

2800km

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Positive

3150km

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

3150km

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

The results in Table 5.10 indicate that the protection system is capable of detecting
and locating the above type of fault if necessary.

5.4.3.1. Faults Occurring During Startup
Faults may occur at anytime including during the HVDC system startup process. In
order to ensure that the proposed protection system will be able to detect and locate
faults occurring during startup, faults were placed on the system at various locations
and times during startup.

Table 5.11 shows the simulation results obtained for P-G faults placed at various
locations at time t equal to lOOms. This corresponds to 60ms after startup has been
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initiated considering the converters are only deblocked at time t equal to 40ms. The
results obtained are identical to that of table 5.10 above.

Table 5.12 shows the simulation results when pole to pole faults were applied at
different locations during startup. From the simulation results in Tables 5.11 and 5.12,
it is clear that the protection system is capable of locating faults occurring at startup
just as accurately as it can locate faults occurring during steady state conditions.

Table 5.11. Fault Location Results for a P-G Faults occurring at Startup

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS OCCURING DURING STARTUP
Actual
Faulted

Fault Location

Fault Location

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Fault
Pole
Location
Positive

700km

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Negative

700km

692.92km

N/A

692.92km

-1.01%

Positive

1400km

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Negative

1400km

1388.77km

N/A

1388.77km

-0.80%

Positive

2100km

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Negative

2100km

2084.62km

N/A

2084.62km

-0.73%

Positive

2800km

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Negative

2800km

2780.47km

N/A

2780.47km

-0.69%

Positive

3150km

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

Negative

3150km

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%
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Table 5.12. Fault Location Results for a Pole to Pole Faults occurring at Startup

BIPOLE FAULTS OCCURING DURING STARTUP
Fault location

Fault location

Actual Fault

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Location

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

350km (10%)

346.46km

N/A

346.46km

-1.01%

1050km (30%)

1042.31km

N/A

1042.31km

-0.73%

1750km (50%)

1738.16km

N/A

1738.16km

-0.68%

2450km (70%)

2434.02km

N/A

2434.02km

-0.66%

3150km (90%)

3129.87km

2780.47km

3129.87km

-0.64%

5.4.4. Close in Faults
Let us consider a close in P-G fault located 20kms from the relaying point, Fig 5.35
and Fig 5.36 show the SCCF outputs for a P-G fault with zero and 4000 fault
resistance respectively. In both cases the faults are located relatively accurately with
the SCCF output for the 4000 case being much more flat due to the low reflection
coefficient and high attenuation caused by the high resistance fault.
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Fig 5.35. SCCF Output for P-G Fault at 20kms
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Fig 5.36. SCCF Output for P-G Fault with a 4000 Fault Resistance at 20kms

Note there is a minimum fault location that the SCCF can report. This occurs at 1 time
lag, with the actual minimum distance being dependent on the sampling rate and
propagation velocity. With a sampling rate of 50 kHz and propagation velocity of
293.61 km/ms the minimum distance will be approximately 2.94km. Therefore any
fault closer to the relay than 2.94km will report a distance of2.94km or 5.88km
(including a possible error of 1 time lag). The results obtained for close up fault
simulations are given in Table 5.13.
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Table 5.13. Fault Location Results for Close up Faults

FAULT LOCATION FOR CLOSE UP FAULTS
Fault Location

Fault Location

Using

Using

Final Fault

Percentage

Standard CCF

Auxiliary CCF

Location

Error

Equation (22)

Equation (46)

Actual
Fault
Type

Fault
Location

P-G

3km

5.88km

N/A

5.88km

96.00%

P-P

3km

5.88km

N/A

5.88km

96.00%

P-G

2.5km

5.88km

N/A

5.88km

135.20%

P-P

2.5km

5.88km

N/A

5.88km

135.20%

P-G

1km

2.94km

N/A

2.94km

194.00%

P-P

1km

2.94km

N/A

2.94km

194.00%

P-G

10m

2.94km

N/A

2.94km

29300%

P-P

lOm

2.94km

N/A

2.94km

29300%

P-G

Om

2.94km

N/A

2.94km

fuf

P-P

Om

2.94km

N/A

2.94km

fuf

Clearly for the close up faults given in Table 5.13, the fault location reported by the
protection system is incorrect. However, although the fault location maybe incorrect,
the protection system is still able to detect a fault on the line and initiate fault
clearance. The minimum fault location distance and the overall accuracy of the CCF
can be improved by using a higher sampling rate if possible, however, this has other
implications as explained earlier.

It will be desirable to detect and clear these close up faults as fast as possible. The

proposed protection system can be used alone to detect and clear these faults,
however, it will only detect the fault after the entire correlation process and fault
location calculations are complete, which will take more than 28ms.

It is, therefore, proposed that this protection system be used in conjunction with the
existing voltage derivative protection which is capable of detecting close up faults
within a few milliseconds. Since the protection systems are not physically made up of
different devices but are merely algorithms running on the HYDC system computer,
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these two protection systems can easily be combined without any additional hardware.
The above can be accomplished by incorporating the voltage derivative algorithm into
the proposed protection system in order to enhance the protection response times for
both close up and distant faults.

5.4.5. External Faults
So far all simulations conducted have been done to established the protection system's
ability to accurately detect and locate faults occurring on the HYDC transmission line.
Now let us look at the protection system's ability to recognize an external fault and
act appropriately. Two types of external faults exist i.e. faults beyond the transmission
line in front of the relaying point and faults behind the relaying point. Let us now look
at the systems response to each type of fault.

5.4.5.1. External Faults behind the Relaying Point
In order to determine the protection response to this type of disturbance the following

faults were simulated behind the relaying point.

•

PP-G fault in DC yard.

•

NP-G fault in DC yard.

•

Bipole fault in DC yard.

•

Three phase fault on AC System.

•

Single phase fault on AC System.

Common to all these faults is the fact that they cause changes in the dc line voltage
and current in the same direction, therefore, making it impossible for the starter
threshold to be exceeded. The protection system is therefore stable for this case as
none of these faults are capable of activating the protection system. Fig 5.37 shows
the modal quantities for a NP-G fault behind the relaying point. Note the voltage and
current waveforms change in the same direction when the fault occurs at 0.85s.
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Fig 5.38 indicates that the starter has not picked up for this fault. Also note that in Fig
5.38 the fact that the relaying signals do not change simultaneously, is another clear
indication, as explained in 3.2.4, that the fault is located behind the relaying point.
Clearly a fault behind the relaying point poses no problem for the proposed protection
system.
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Fig 5.38. Starter and Relaying Signals for Fault behind the Relaying Point

5.4.5.2. External Faults in Front of the Relaying Point
External faults in front of the relaying points are not as easily determined as faults
behind the relaying point as the changes in dc line voltage and current are the same as
they are for faults on the line. The same faults as applied in 5.4.5.1 have been applied
here except that the faults are now applied in front of the relaying point beyond the
transmission line.

It should be noted that in this case none of the faults were able to cause enough
changes in the dc line voltage and current to exceed the starter threshold. The above
was possible because of the wave damping caused by the dc reactor, as the travelling
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wave initiated by the external fault passed through the reactor. Therefore, the
protection system in this case would not be started for these external faults.

Let us, however, say that the external fault managed to exceed the starter threshold
and start the protection. The SCCF and ACCF output for a P-P fault in the DC yard
would then be given by Figs 5.39 and 5.40 respectively. Since the ACCF indicates a
distance greater than that of the SCCF, the ACCF is ignored and the final fault
location is given by the SCCF.
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Fig 5.39. SCCF Output for External P-P Fault in Front of the Relaying Point
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Fig 5.40. ACCF Output for External P-P Fault in Front of the Relaying Point
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As expected, the SCCF returns a distance to fault approximately equal to the length of
the line. The reason for the SCCF returning a distance to fault approximately equal to
the length of the line is explained in 3.2.3. Since the returned distance is greater than
80% or 90% (depending on the setting) of the line, a timer will be started to give the
converter station protection a chance to clear the fault. If the starter does not drop off
before the timer expires, the protection system will assume the fault is still present
and take the necessary action. In this case the line protection provides backup to the
station protection.

5.4.6. Effect of the DC Filters on the Correlation Function.
All simulations conducted above were redone this time with the dc filters off. The
results revealed that the dc filters did affect the magnitude of the CCF output. This
could be expected since the reflection coefficients at the termination have changed.
However the peaks were detected at the same time lag and therefore had no effect on
the CCF ability to correctly locate the fault. This is illustrated in Figs 5.41 and 5.42
were the output of the SCCF is given for P-G faults at 80% of line with and without
DC filters respectively. Clearly both provide the same result with the peak occurring
at 946 time lags.
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Fig 5.41. SCCF Output for P-G Fault at 80% of Line with DC Filters
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Fig 5.42. SCCF Output for P-G Fault at 80% of Line without DC Filters

It should be noted that the addition or removal of the DC filters may not only affect

the magnitude of the reflection coefficient but may more importantly change the sign
of the reflection coefficient at the termination. This may indeed have a negative
impact on the performance of the correlation function and should be investigated
further.

5.4.7. Effect of the Control System on the Correlation Function.
The control system of the HYDC system under study takes around 12ms to response
to changes in the measured current. Since the proposed protection system takes longer
than this time to detect and focate the fault, the author wished to investigate what
effect the control system had on the standard CCF. Clearly from the simulation results
obtained, the SCCF and ACCF have had very little difficulty in detecting the faults
and the author just wished to compare the results of the standard CCF with and
without the control system active.

In order to simulate the effect of no control action on the SCCF, all control action was

blocked on detection of a fault and stayed blocked for the duration of the fault to
insure that the changes in the relaying signals were only caused by the travelling
waves setup by the fault. The effect of the control system would be more pronounced
in distant faults where the maximum in the SCCF occurs after control action has
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started. Therefore faults at 80, 90 and 100% of the line were used to make a
comparison. The SCCF outputs for both the cases, with and without control action,
were almost identical for faults at 80 and 90% ofthe line length.

Figs 5.43 and 5.44 show the results obtained for a fault at the end of the line with and
without control action respectively. From the results obtained, it is clear that for this
working case, control action has only reduced the magnitude of the SCCF and has had
no effect on the fault location ability of the CCF.
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Fig 5.43. SCCF Output for P-G Fault at 100% of Line with Control Action
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Fig 5.44. SCCF Output for P-G Fault at 100% of Line without Control Action
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5.4.8. Fault Detection using Telecommunications Method
At the end of chapter 3 the author proposed a method of using the telecommunication

infrastructure (TI), when available, to optimize the protection system. Lets us now
examine the response of this method to various fault conditions.
Let us first consider a fault located 350kms from the rectifier. Figs 5.45 and 5.46
show the calculated starter values at the rectifier and inverter end for this fault
respectively.
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The protection starters above are used to determine the arrival time of the incident
travelling waves at the relaying point. The time at which the protection starter
thresholds are exceeded are tagged for used by the protection system as shown in Figs
5.45 and 5.46. These times will now be used in (47) and (48) to locate the fault. Note
in this case side A represents the rectifier end and side B represents the inverter end.

D

A

3
3500
x 10 + 293608598 (0.851180 - 0.860660 )
- f + v(zo a -ZOb) - ------------'-------'2
2

= 358.30km

= l' -

D
B

v(zoa -ZOb)

= 3500

x 10

3
-

293608598 (0.851180 - 0.860660 )

2

2

= 3141.70km
Now DAB can be calculated using (49) as follows

DAB

=f-D B =3500km-3141.70km = 358.30km

Since D A and DAB are equal, condition (50) is met and a fault is located at 358.30km.
Now if 358.30km is less than the threshold setting, condition (51) will also be met and
the protection will initiate fault clearance. The polarity of the ground mode current
will again be used to identify the faulted pole.

Faults were now applied at the same location (350km) with 500, 1000, 2000 and
4000 fault resistances and exactly same results were acquired as shown in Table 5.14.
It should be noted that this detection method will not be affected by fault impedance

as the method is based on the detection of the incident pole mode quantities arriving
at the relaying point due to the fault. The pole mode propagation velocities are not
affected by fault resistance and, therefore, reach the relaying point at the same time
irrespective ofthe fault resistance. Therefore, this protection method's ability to detect
a fault on the transmission line is only limited by its starter threshold setting.
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Bipole faults were also simulated at the same location and the results are tabled in
Table 5.15. Again exactly the same results were obtained irrespective of the fault
resistance.

Table 5.14. Fault Location Results using the TI for P-G Faults at 350kms

POLE TO GROUND FAULTS AT 350KM (10% OF LL)
Incident Wave

Incident Wave

Time of

Time of

Calculated
Faulted

Fault

Percentage
Fault

Pole

Resistance

Arrival at

Arrival at

Error
Location

Rectifier

Inverter

Positive

50n

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Negative

50 n

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Positive

lOOn

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Negative

lOOn

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Positive

200 n

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Negative

200 n

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Positive

400 n

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Negative

400 n

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

Table 5.15. Fault Location Results using the TI for Bipole Faults at 350kms

BIPOLE FAULTS AT 350KM (10% OF LL)
Fault Resistance

Bipole

Ground

Incident

Incident

Fault

Wave Time

Wave Time

Type

of Arrival at

of Arrival at

Rectifier

Rectifier

Calculated
Fault

% Error

Location
on

Infinite

Bal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

on

on

Bal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

on

400 n

Bal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

400 n

Infinite

Bal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

400 n

on

Bal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

400 n

400 n

Bal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%
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4000

00

Unbal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

4000

4000

Unbal

0.851180s

0.860660s

358.30km

2.37%

The results of faults simulated at other locations on the transmission line are
summarized in Table 5.16. Note that the fault location estimates were the same
irrespective of the fault resistance and, therefore, only the results obtained for solid
faults are shown in Table 5.16.

Table 5.16. Fault Location Results using TI for Faults at different locations.

FAULTS AT VARIOUS LOCATION ON THE TRANSMISSION LINE
Incident Wave

Incident Wave

Time of

Time of

Calculated
Faulted

Fault

Type

Location

Arrival at

Arrival at

Rectifier

Inverter

Percentage
Fault

Error

Location

P-G

1050km

0.853560s

0.858300s

1054.15km

0.40%

P-PIP-P-G

1050km

0.853560s

0.858300s

1054.15km

0.40%

P-G

1750km

0.855920s

0.855920s

1750.00km

0.00%

P-PIP-P-G

1750km

0.855920s

0.855920s

1750.00km

0.00%

P-G

2450km

0.858300s

0.853560s

2445.85km

-0.17%

P-PIP-P-G

2450km

0.858300s

0.853560s

2445.85km

-0.17%

P-G

3150km

0.860660s

0.851180s

3141.70km

-0.26%

P-PIP-P-G

3150km

0.860660s

0.851180s

3141.70km

-0.26%

Faults at various locations were also applied during startup (lOOms) to examine the
protection system's ability to locate faults developing during startup. The results
obtained are shown in Table 5.17. Clearly no problems have been experienced
locating these faults at startup. In fact all the faults simulated so far have been
accurately located with no problem by this method that uses the telecommunications
infrastructure.

External faults will pose no problem to this method because in the case of external
faults, the fault will be located behind one of the relaying points. Therefore, the starter
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at that relaying point will not pickup, thereby not allowing the protection system to
become active.
Table 5.17. Fault Location Results using TI for Startup Faults at different locations.

STARTUP FAULTS AT VARIOUS LOCATION ON THE TRANSMISSION LINE
Incident Wave

Incident Wave

Faulted

Fault

Time of

Time of

Type

Location

Arrival at

Arrival at

Rectifier

Inverter

Calculated
Fault

Percentage
Error

Location

P-G

350km

0.101180s

0.110660s

358.30km

2.37%

P-PIP-P-G

350km

0.101180s

0.110660s

358.30km

2.37%

P-G

1050km

0.103560s

0.108300s

1054.15km

0.40%

P-PIP-P-G

1050km

0.103560s

0.108300s

1054.15km

0.40%

P-G

1750km

0.105920s

0.105920s

1750.00km

0.00%

P-PIP-P-G

1750km

0.105920s

0.105920s

1750.00km

0.00%

P-G

2450km

0.108300s

0.103560s

2445.85km

-0.17%

P-PIP-P-G

2450km

0.108300s

0.103560s

2445.85km

-0.17%

P-G

3150km

0.110660s

0.101180s

3141.70km

-0.26%

P-PIP-P-G

3150km

0.110660s

0.101180s

3141.70km

-0.26%

Control action should have little or no effect on this particular system as the detection
is based on incident waves which in the HYDC system under study should reach the
terminations before control action can be initiated.

As explained in 5.4.6, the DC side filters connected to the transmission line change
the reflection coefficients at the terminations. Now since the relaying points are
located at the terminations, the changes in voltage and current seen by the relaying
point are due to the combination of the incident and reflected wave. This fact must be
taken into account when setting the starter thresholds.

Note that if the protection range becomes limited by the use of the existing starter,
then the changes in relaying signals (SF and Ss) can be used as alternate starters. The
above starter will provide the advantage of being able to distinguish between changes
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caused incident and reflected wave and will, therefore, be independent of the type or
configuration of dc filters used.

5.4.9. Fault Detection with One Pole Out of Service
Bipole HVDe Systems are designed to operate in monopole mode. This becomes
necessary when one pole needs to be isolated due to maintenance or a permanent fault
on the pole. In this case the respective converters are blocked and the pole is isolated
and earthed. Power flow is then restored on the other pole with the ground providing
the return path.

It is, therefore, essential that both proposed protection methods viz. the local detection

method and the telecommunications method, be able to detect and locate a fault on the
healthy pole under this contingency. In order to establish the protection system's
ability to achieve this, the above contingency was simulated for both the positive and
negative poles being out of service in turn. The same P-G faults as given in 5.4.1,
5.4.3,5.4.4 and 5.4.8 were then simulated.

The fault location results obtained under this monopole contingency were identical to
the results obtained in 5.4.1, 5.4.3, 5.4.4 and 5.4.8 for the respective P-G faults. The
above indicates that both protection methods experienced no problems in locating
these faults. Therefore, the overall protection system has no problem detecting faults
under this contingency. Fig 5.47 shows the result obtained for a solid fault located at
the centre of the line.
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Fig 5.47. SCCF for P-G Fault at l750kms under Monopole Condition.

It should be noted that in a true monopole system, a solid fault in the centre of the line

will not cause a minimum peak but a maximum peak at the fault location as there is
no refracted wave present for the above condition. However, as fault resistance is
introduced, refraction starts to occur, and a local minimum can occur at the fault
location when the fault resistance produces a refraction coefficient that is greater than
the reflection coefficient.

The reason for the SCCF in Fig 5.47 still showing a minimum peak at the fault
location under this monopole contingency, is that although the other pole conductor is
not energized, it is still physically located in close proximity to the energized
conductor. Therefore, coupling between the poles still occurs implying that the
positive mode surge impedance is still terminated through the ground mode surge
impedance at the fault point. This results in a high refraction coefficient that causes
the minimum peak at the fault location in the SCCF. The only difference in this case
(one pole out of service) as opposed to the normal bipole case, is that in this case the
induced surges on the dead pole are shunted to ground and thus not allowed to reach
the terminations.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations
6. 1. Conclusion
The initial part of the research work involved reviewing the current dc line protection
systems and philosophies to assess their ability to adequately protect an ultra long
HVDC transmission line. Upon reviewing the different types of currently used dc line
protection systems, the author discovered that both the currently used dc line main
protection systems are dependent on the fault loop impedance and, therefore, have
limited protection coverage. This represents a major drawback in the dc line main
protection systems which render them unsuitable for the protection of ultra long
transmission lines.

The challenge and mam focus of this research was to develop a dc line mam
protection system that is capable of protecting an ultra long HVDC transmission line.
Also in order to improve the reliability of the protection system, the proposed system
was to have the capability of detecting and clearing faults based solely on locally
available quantities.

In order to address this challenge, the author first investigated the fault phenomena as

applicable to HVDC transmission systems and then researched possible methods of
identifying these faults. The author then used all this information to propose and
develop a protection system that was suitable for protecting ultra long HVDC
transmission lines.

As required the protection system is capable of detecting and locating faults using
only the quantities available at the local relaying point. The author, however,
suggested that when the telecommunication infrastructure is available it should be
used to try and optimize the overall response of the protection system. The author also
proposed and developed a method of accomplishing this.

The author then finally recommended that the above protection system be used in
conjunction with the existing voltage derivative protection which is capable of
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detecting close up faults within a few milliseconds. The above recommendation can
be accomplished by incorporating the voltage derivative algorithm into the proposed
protection system in order to enhance the protection response times for both close up
and distant faults.

The proposed protection system was tested on a 500kV Bipole, HVDC System
Model, using computer simulations in EMTDC™ and Matlab®. Extensive fault
simulations covering various scenarios were conducted in order to evaluate the
performance of the protection system.

With regards to local detection method, the cross-correlation function produced
excellent results, locating the faults with high accuracy for all scenarios except for a
fault located at the centre of the line. The reason for this has been explained and a
solution to overcome this problem has been discussed and implemented. The only
drawback of the solution is that it involves the use of both the standard and auxiliary
CCF, which effectively doubles the protection response time, even for solid faults
located in the middle of the line.

The simulated faults were agam located with a very high accuracy when the
telecommunication assisted method was used. This method had no problem locating
any of the fault conditions simulated.

It should be noted that both the local detection and telecommunication methods have a

minimum distance that they can detect which is dependent on the sampling rate and
propagation velocity. All this implies is that when a fault is located closer than this
minimum distance, the protection system will return a distance to fault equal to the
minimum distance. This poses no problem as the fault will still be detected and
cleared correctly, only the distance to fault may be incorrect.

The various faults were also simulated with de filters removed. This proved to have
no effect on the fault location ability of the overall protection system for this study
case. The effect of the control system was also investigated and again proved to have
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no effect on the fault location estimates provided by the protection system for the case
under study.

The overall performance of the proposed protection system is extremely good. It is the
opinion of the author that the proposed protection scheme can be successfully applied
to but not limited to HYDe systems with ultra long transmission lines.
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6.2. Recommendations for Further Work
1. The size of the sample or template used in the CCF was arbitrarily chosen in
this work. Although this produced acceptable results, research into ways of
determining the optimal sample size should be untaken.

2. The CCF experiences a problem when both the reflected and refracted waves
reach the relaying point at the same time. Although a solution to this has been
implemented, it has certain drawbacks. The author, therefore, suggests that
other signal processing techniques (e.g. wavelet transforms, pattern
recognition) be investigated to determine the most appropriate method for use
with this protection system.

3. Although the addition and removal of DC filters in this case study has not
affected the ability of the protection system to locate faults, the author
recommends that further research be conducted into the effects of different dc
filter types and configuration, on the protection system since dc filters and
shunt capacitors can change not only the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient but also its sign, which may have a negative impact on the CCF.

4. The control system in this case study has only a minimal effect on the
magnitude of the CCF at distant faults. It has in no way affected the fault
location estimates. The author however recommends further investigation
when longer lines or faster control systems are adopted.

5. The protection system should also be tested on HYDC systems with different
voltage and power levels as well as different line configurations in order to
determine its versatility.

6. This research has assumed that the noise present in the physical voltage and
currents signals could be effectively filtered out prior to the correlation
process. Further research regarding the noise filtering process is required.
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function fault = protectsystem(sf,sb,psl,numlags,v,ds,pre,post)
%Algorithm for proposed protection system.
%

% input "protectsystem(sf,sb,psl,numlags,v,ds,pre,post)" where
%

% psI is the protection starter latch signal from EMTDC.
% sf & sb are the relaying signals from EMTDC.
% numlags is the number oflags to be calculated.
% v is the propagation velocity in m/s.
% ds is the distance protection setting in km.
% pre and post represent the number of pre and postfault samples taken.
[b,f,t] = datainput(psl,sf,sb,pre,post,numlags);
%b is the backward travelling wave.
%fis the forward travelling wave.
%t is the sample to be using for the standard crosscorrelation function.
[standard,auxiliary,index] = comcorr(b,f,t,numlags,'y'); % calls comcorr.m to calculate the CCF's.
samplerate = 50000; % sampling rate set to 50kHz.
traveltime = «index-I )/samplerate);
dfl = (v*traveltime)/(Z* I000); % first distance to fault calculation.

if dfl < ds % checks distance against threshold setting to determine if fault is to be cleared instantaneously.
instfault = sprintf('Fault detected at %4.Zfkm and cleared instantaneously',dfl); % sets display format for output.
disp(instfault); %display fault detection information
else
auxiliarymax = 0;
a = numlags;

% determine size of correlation window.

for auxcounter = Z:a %proceedure to determine the maximum in the auxiliary CCF.
if auxiliary(auxcounter»auxiliary(auxcounter-I) & auxiliary(auxcounter»auxiliary(auxcounter+ I)
if auxiliary(auxcounter»auxiliarymax
auxiliarymax = auxiliary(auxcounter); %determines index at which maximum occurs.
auxindex = auxcounter-I; % I is substracted from the index because zerolags corresponds to auxiliary(l)
end
end
end
df2 =(v*«index-auxindex-Z)/samplerate»/ZOOO; % second distance to fault calculation
if df2 < 0 % if df2 is negative, dfl estimates are used.
question = inputCls the protection starter still active (y/n) : ');
if question = 'y' % if protection starter still active, fault cleared after time delay.
timefault =sprintfCFault detected at %4.Zfkm and cleared after set time delay',dfl);
disp(timefault); %display fault detection information
else
dispCFault not detected on transmission line');
end
else
hr = (index-auxindex-I); %should be a local max in SCCF here if high resistance fault.
std = standard; % just used to shorten the name for the next line.
if (std(hr»std(hr-I) & std(hr»std(hr+ I »I(std(hr+ I »std(hr) & std(hr+ I »std(hr+Z»i(std(hr-1 »std(hr-Z) & std(hrI »std(hr»
hrfault = df2; % This procedure checks if the is a local max around df2 in the SCCF. An error of +- one time lag allowed.
if df2 < ds %checks distance against threshold setting.
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timefault =sprintf('High resistance fault detected at %4.2fkm and cleared without additional time delay',df2);
disp(timefault); %display fault detection information
else
question = input('ls the protection starter still active (y/n) : ');
if question

=

'y' % if protection starter still active, fault cleared after time delay.

timefault =sprintf('High resistance fault detected at %4.2fkm and cleared after set time delay',df2);
disp(timefault); %display fault detection information
else
disp('Fault not detected on transmission line');
end
end
elseifabs(I-(auxindex/(index-l-auxindex»)< 0.005 % checks if ACCF Max approx equal to df2, 0.5% error allowed.
midfault = sprintf('Midpoint fault detected at %4.2fkm and cleared without additional timedelay',df2);
% if above true midpoint fault assumed.
disp(midfault); %display fault detection information
else
question = input('ls the protection starter still active (y/n) : ');
if question =

'y' % if protection starter still active, fault cleared after time delay.

timefault = sprintf('Fault detected at o/04.2fkm and cleared after set time delay',dfl);
disp(timefault); %display fault detection information
else
disp('Fault not detected on transmission line');
end
end
end
end
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function [b,f,tl = datainput(psl,sf,sb,pre,post,corrtime)
%DATAINPUT Summary of this function goes here
%input as follows datainput(psl,sf,sb,pre,post,corrtime) where
% psI is the protection starter latch signal from EMTDC.
% sf & sb are the relaying signals from EMTDC.
% pre and post represent the number of pre and postfault samples taken.
% corrtime is duration of correlation process
x=length(psl);
activetest = 0; % used to test if protection starter is activated.
for counter = I:x
activetest = activetest + psl(counter);
ifpsl(counter)==1 % determines when the starter has been activated.
startlatch = counter;
break;
end
end

if activetest < I % check to see if protection starter has been activated.
disp('Protection starter not activated');
break;
end

storestart = startlatch - pre; % time from which template will be stored based on prefault data required.
templength = pre + post; % determines template length
for tempcount = I :templength
t(tempcount) = -sf(tempcount+storestart-I); % storing of templated with required prefault data. Note -sf used as template
end
correlationtime = corrtime; % correlation time used
relayfunlength = templength + correJationtime + I; % sets length of relaying functions to be used by the protection system
for relay = I :relayfunlength
f(relay)= sf(relay+storestart-I); % determines section of forward travelling wave to be used for ACCF process
b(relay) = sb(relay+storestart-I); % determines section of backward travelling wave to be used for SCCF process
end
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function [standard,auxiliary,index) = comcorr(b,f,t,numlags,auto)
%calculates both the standard and auxiliary crosscorrelation function using
%samplecorr.m developed for sampled mean removed crosscorrelation.
% input as follows comcorr(b,f,t,numlags,auto)
%b is the backward travelling wave
%f is the forward travelling wave
%t is the sample to be using for the standard crosscorrelation function
%numlags is the number of lags to be calculated.
%auto - set to 'y' to automatically calculate the auxiliary crosscorrelation function otherwise set to 'n'
standard = samplecorr(b,t,numlags); % performs sampled crosscorrelation.
s = length(standard); % determine size of correlation vector.
standardmax = 0; % sets value for maximum comparison equal to zero.
if auto =

'n' % allows maximum at which aux function is calculated to be manually selected.

question = input('Enter Lag at which Maximum Correlator output is assumed: ');
index = question + I;
else
for counter = 2:numlags % standard(l) will be the global max as this represent the autocorrelation of the template. Therefore,
counter started from 2.
if standard(counter»standard(counter-I) & standard(counter»standard(counter+1)
if standard(counter»standardmax
standardmax = standard(counter); %determines index at which rnax correlation occurs.
index = counter;
end
end
end
end
inc = I; % index for template2
incsize= length(t); % size of original template
templength = index + incsize; % calculates last index oftemplate2
for counterZ = index:templength
template2(inc) = b(counter2); %creation oftemplate2
inc= inc+l;
end
auxiliary = samplecorr(f,template2,numlags); %performs auxiliary crosscorrelation function.
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function result = samplecorr (a,template,numlags)
% Function to calculate mean value removed crosscorrelation from a sample
% "template" is the sample data while "dataset" is the data vector to be time shifted
% "maxlags" represents the max number oflags to be applied
% INPUT as follows samplecorr(dataset,template,maxlags)
% NOTE THAT RESULT(I) REPRESENTS NO LAG
% THEREFORE WHEN READING DATA NOTE THAT THE LAG IS ALWAYS THE NUMBER
% MINUS I, These is due to the fact that RESULT(O) does not exist
% THE PLOT HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO INDICATE THE CORRECT VALUES

n = length(template); % determines the size of data sample
m = n-I; % amount by which data sample should be extended
x = length(a); % determines size of correlation window
templatemean = mean(template); % calculated template mean
templatecorr = template - templatemean; % mean removed template for correlation

ifnumlags > x-I % check ifmax number of lags are not exceeded
disp('Error : Number of Lags greater than data sample size??????????');
return
end

ifnumlags > x-n % Warning of possible errors
disp('Warning : The number of lags entered required requires extension of dataset, possible errors may occur at the later lags')
disp('Extension of dataset will solve this problem')
end

for extend = I :m
a(x+extend)= 0; % extend the data sample to cover the correlation window"1o
end

for shift = I :numlags+ I %numlags extended by I since starting value = I instead of zero
correlation = 0; % initializes the variable correlation
for count = I:n
temp(count) = a(count+shift-I); % development of matched data sets%
end
datamean = mean(temp);
datacorr = temp - datamean;

for sumcount = I :n
increment =templatecorr(sumcount)*datacorr(surncount);
correlation = correlation + increment;
end

result(shift) = correlation/n; % Correlation Coefficent Calculation%
lag(shift)=shift-I; % Shifts the plot by one to correct the number of lags%
end
figure;
plot(lag,result); % plots the correlation outputs %
result = result';
return
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Appendix B
EMTDC Models
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Appendix C
Standard and Auxiliary Cross-Correlation Results
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-4 o'---200:-':-:------:-4oo~---,600:-':-:--~800~---::-'94'-:-8---1:-:200':-:----,-J1400

Time Lags

Fig C.7. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 700kms with 400n fault resistance.

3.5

Standard CCF

x 10"

3
2.5
2
1.5

a.
0.5
0
-0.5
-1

0

200
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600

800

1000

1200

1400

Time Lags

Fig C.8. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at l400kms.

2

x 10"

Standard CCF

1.5

a.

Maximum Occurs 7 3 Lags = 1388.77km
0.5

o
-0.5

~

-\::---:2:::00;:-----::47~3--:6:-:-00:---7800~---,100::':-:-0 --1-..J2LOO---.J1400
Time Lags

Fig C.9. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at l400kms with 50n fault resistance.
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AX~10~·5_-.-12 ...

--.----=S.,:ta_nd__a_rd_C__CrF_ _-,-_ _-,---_--,
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6
6

2

oF ' - - - - -
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-4L-----'

o

___'__--i.._ _- ' -_ ___'___ _" , . . , - _ - - '

200
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1200

1400
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Fig C.10. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 1400kms with lOon fault resistance.

Standard CCF

5
4

3

Maximum Occurs at 1164 lags = 3476.33km

• : """ ...,m.m"\""o,,,,,.mm ~

_~F'-----.-J~'-....-.J ~~
-2 '------'o
200

-'-_ __'__---'-~L-_---'-_ ___'___----!
473 600
600
1000
1164
1400
Time lags

Fig C.Il. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 1400kms with 200n fault resistance.

x 10"
Auxiliary CCF
6 ;:...:.-=-----,-------,----r-..;-----.-----,--~

Maximum Occurs at 711 lags = 2067.56km

4

2

~'-----''-------'------'----'--------'-----'------I

o

200

400

600 711
Time lags

1000

1200

1400

Fig C.l2. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 1400kms with 200n fault resistance.
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Standard CCF
x 10"
2.5 ;.:....::=------.---~-~--~--~-___,--___,

2

1.5
Maximum Occurs at 1164 Lags = 3476.33km

• ,: """

"."m~~~" •,,,,mm ~

·:~~-rr~
-1 '---200,,-'-:----4=7:-3---=600-'-:---7::-----:-!:OOOc::--:-:'1=-64:----,.-J1400
0
1
1
800
Time Lags

Fig C.B. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at l400kms with 4000 fault resistance.

Auxiliary CCF

3 x 10"

Maximum Occurs at 711 Lags = 2087.56km

2

r~
-2

-3 0:---2~OO::---4:::0:-0 ----=600-'-:--:7:'-11:------:l.,.OO:-:c- -::'-:OO-,------l1400

0

12

Time Lags

Fig C.14. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at l400kms with 4000 fault resistance.

3

Standard CCF

x 10"

2.5
2

1.5
Maximum Occurs at 710 Lags = 2064.62km

\

0.5

o

~L-

--.-.I

-<l.5
-1 0:;---:::200::---400=---:6::':OO::-:7~1:-0 ---1...J'---1"'20-0---....J
OOO
1400
Time Lags

Fig C.15. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2100kms.
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Standard CCF

1.5

a

Maximum Occurs at 710 Lags = 2084.62km

0.5

\

-0.5

L
-1 o ---"200'----4--'-00---60-'-o-7-'-1o----1--'OOO,..---12-'-00---:-'14oo
Time Lags

Fig C.l6. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2100kms with 50n fault resistance.
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X
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10'"

8

6

4

a.

Maximum Occurs at 710 Lags = 2084.62km

\

2

0

-2

-4

0

200

400

600 710
TIme Lags

1000

1200

1400

Fig C.17. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 21 OOkms with lOOn fault resistance.

Standard CCF

5 X 10'"

4

3

Maximum Occurs at 1184 Lags = 3476.33km

2

Local Maximum at 710 Lags = 2084.62km

Ol-'----~./

"'"

~

-1

-2 0=-----::'200':---4~0-:-0 ---:6-'-00=--=7-'-10----1-'00-0--1-1'--84---1
1400
Time Lags

Fig C.18. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 21 OOkms with 200n fault resistance.
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Auxiliary CCF

Maximum Occurs at 474 Lags = 1391.71km
4

2

5. 0
-2

-4

-6 oL-----'oo-----,-47e..,4-60--'-:-o----=-600~---,-1OOO=--1-:::2':-:OO:------:-:1400

2

Time Lags

Fig C.19. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2100kms with 200n fault resistance.

5
X 10.
Standard CCF
2 ;:"':':::"-~---,.---r--,----~--,-----,

1.5

Maximum Occurs at 1184km = 3476.33km

5.

0.5

local Maximum at 710 Lags = 2084.62km

~

ote-~--I(~~~~~~

I

~.5

-1 0L --2=-'OO.,..----4c..,00--600--'-:--7--'1-=-0-----:-100=0---,-1--'184---J
1400
Time Lags

Fig C.20. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 21 OOkms with 400n fault resistance.

Auxiliary CCF

Maximum Occurs al474 Lags = 1391.71km
2

.'(~
-1

-2

-3 0L - - -2--'OO----47'-4-60--'--0--600'----1000--'----1-2'-00-----1
1400
Time Lags

Fig C.21. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 21 OOkms with 400n fault resistance.
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AX~10~"_-,--_ _,---_ _STta_n_da_rd_C_CrF_-r
2.5 ....

,---_~

2
1.5

Maximum Occurs at 947 Lags = 2760.47km

\

0.5

-<l.5

-1 oL-----"2OO'----4--'-o-o--600-'------:c6ooL.-----,94-'-7,-------,1.,..2oo:-:--~1400
Time Lags

Fig C.22. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms.

Standard CCF

x 10"

12
10
6
6

Maximum Occurs at 947 Lags = 2760.47km

4

~

a.
2
0
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200

400

600
600
Time Lags

947

1200
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Fig C.23. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with son fault resistance.

Standard CCF

6
Maximum Occurs a11164 Lags = 3476.33km
4

a.

2

""" .Pm"m"'""'" •"",\m\

o
-2

-40:---2:::oo:-::---4'"'00=----:60-'-0,----=-600'---94L7:----1-1'--64-----J1400
Time Lags

Fig C.24. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with
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Auxiliary CCF

8 x 10"

Maximum Occurs at 237 lags = 695.85km

6

4
2

-100L---...J23L7--4c-'-OO.,-----::6-'--oo,------=800::----::1-:':oo:-:0-----:-12==oo:::---:-:14oo
Time lags

Fig C.25. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with lOOn fault resistance.

Standard CCF

3

\'\

Maximum Occurs at 1184 lags = 3476.33km

2

a

"'"'

1

"~,~. '" "" .

o
-1

-2 0~--2=OO:::---4:700:----=60:-:0,-----::"800::-----=-94':::7,------1,-J1':-84,------,-J1400
Time lags

Fig C.26. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with 200n fault resistance.

x 10"

Auxiliary CCF

6.----.-----,----r--~--_._---r------,

Maximum Occurs at 237 lags = 695.85km
4

2

-2

~:O----::::23::::7:---4::0-=0---:6:700;:---=800=----::1~OO:-:0:---1-!:200---1400
Time lags

Fig C.27. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with 200n fault resistance.
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Standard CCF
X 10-5
1.5 r---:-=---~----,----,----,---~---,-------,

Maximum OCcurs at 1184 Lags

=3476.33km

""" M~_. , ,. ~ .".,.~

0.5

~

r-../'-./"'-.-/"'-.~

-0.5

-1 '--_--"'--_---'_ _---'-_ _-'-_--'200
400
600
800
947
Time Lags

o

'--_----J

1184

1400

Fig C.28. SCCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with 4000 fault resistance.

x 10"
Auxiliary CCF
2.5,-----,-----,----,----,----,-----,-----,
Maximum Occurs at 237 Lags = 695.85km
2

1.5

-1 .

-1.5
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Time Lags

Fig C.29. ACCF output for a P-G Fault located at 2800kms with 4000 fault resistance.
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